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Abstract
Background: The Swedish consumers are concerned of their online privacy, while companies
increasingly gather personal information with business intelligence (BI) technologies in order to
customize online banner ads, among the favoured marketing techniques. Meanwhile, marketers
treasure the opportunity to target individuals, while simultaneously several quantitative studies
report on the high level of perceived intrusiveness experienced by those being profiled.
Purpose: The purpose of this research is to generate insights of Swedes’ experiences of intrusion
of their privacy online, and their behavioural response to personalised banner advertisements.
The research will also observe if there are differences depending on the consumers’ ages.
Mediating factors will be regarded how they influence the online users perceived intrusiveness
and usefulness of personalised ads, and the technologies that enable the creation. It will be
investigated if attitude formations will affect trust and loyalty towards businesses depending on
ads being perceived as intrusive or useful. Additionally, it seeks to broaden the understanding if
marketers can achieve balance in personalising ads to the users’ needs and wants in relation to the
privacy issue.
Method: The study is exploratory and aims to provide extensive awareness and beliefs around a
complex phenomena. An interpretivist standpoint is used, as the results are not conclusive, but
rather multiple explanations are sought. It will have a qualitative approach where data collection
is conducted through semi-structured, in-depth, interviews with Swedish consumers from two
age groups, complemented by three expert interviews for a comprehensible view on the topic.
Empirical findings will be thematically analysed, and interpreted by the researchers.
Conclusion: The results show that, in comparison, elderly consumers have less knowledge of
personalised advertising, as well as BI-technology, leading to higher privacy concern and
perceived intrusiveness when exposed to these ads. Members of the generation Y comprehend
the phenomena to a greater extent, and more easily see the usefulness presented, but are overall
ambiguous. Attitudes are likely to be formed based on the experienced intrusiveness contra
usefulness, but are not clearly influencing trust, loyalty of future purchasing behaviours.
Generally, marketers and consumers’ views show incongruence, as marketers remain very
positive to using personal information to customize ads, while consumers do not always perceive
it similarly. A balance can be difficult to achieve, but a unanimous belief demand high accuracy of
content and placement of the personalised ads to be perceived as useful.
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1. Introduction
Many Swedes have strong beliefs regarding their personal privacy, and highly treasure their
rights that allows them to make choices of their own. This behaviour appears to be reflected in
the Swedes online presence, as a number of recent, quantitative surveys have revealed there
are significant concerns that one’s privacy is violated when personal information is collected
(Lindahl, 2014; Eklund Löwinder, 2016). Modern technology has enabled a rapid
development of collection through the availability of enormous amounts of data that can
gather a wide range of information about potential target groups (Chen, Chiang & Storey,
2012). Because of this, many businesses are investing in the personalisation of individuals’
experiences by customizing the content they encounter as the individuals are browsing the
web, motivated by the thought of a customized ad to the right consumer will generate greater
profits (Wessel, 2016). Personalisation in marketing is made possible through the adoption of
business intelligence (BI) technologies, such as the utilization of data mining and cookies, as
organisations are exploiting the opportunity to trace the movements, analyse and understand
their customers much more efficiently (Brown, Kanagasabai, Pant & Pinto, 2017). With all
this information at their disposal it allows for customized online advertising, in ways such as
banner ads and display ads (Wordstream, 2017), which will be discussed in this study.
This leads to the issue how the Swedish consumers perceive the personalised advertisements
online, in terms of intrusiveness and usefulness, exemplified by the “double-edged sword”
argument raised by Van Doorn and Hoekstra (2013). If marketers have the ambition to locate
where benefits and usefulness of personalised banner ads are exceeding that of experienced
intrusiveness, they need to be aware how these concepts affect consumers’ attitudes and the
behaviour that follows.
Since this is a multifaceted issue where it is anticipated that the divide in knowledge and
opinions will be great, especially since an age comparison will be investigated, the authors see
the need for an exploratory study with Swedish consumers that analyses the level of
acceptance, beliefs and attitudes, where respondents are allowed more than simply ‘yes’ or
‘no’ answers, with in-depth responses and follow-up questions. With more elaborate
consumer perceptions, the authors believe this study can contribute with some unique and upto-date insights that helps to shine more knowledge on this research topic.
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1.1

Problem discussion

The issue of personalised advertising online is that it is a complex and changing phenomena
that requires up-to-date research investigating whether or not the usefulness and benefits are
superior to the negative aspects of perceived intrusiveness. A great deal of research have been
conducted that assess the consumers’ perceptions of online privacy, personalised online
advertising, and the role that BI-technologies have, by which information is collected. This
research has predominantly been an investigated topic in American research (Turow, King,
Hoofnagle, Bleakley & Hennessy, 2009; Ur, Leon, Cranor, Shay and Wang, 2012). Most
commonly these studies include conclusive responses that are limited in providing in-depth
opinions. The same line of reasoning is presented in the smaller amount of Swedish reports
related to this topic (Sveriges Annonsörer, 2015; Eklund Löwinder, 2016). To comprehend
this issue a great depth of insights is required that elaborates through a wide range of
perspectives. This is the main reason why this study was conducted with a qualitative
approach. Because of this issue, a situation could potentially occur where the targeted banner
ads reach such exaggerated levels of perceived intrusiveness that customers choose to reverse
back to searching offline, ignore online advertisements altogether or create negative attitudes
towards the responsible creators. However, there is also the notion of how people of different
nationalities behave online, and how they respond to advertising, which is affected by cultural
differences (Brettel & Spilker‐Attig, 2010; Cyr, 2014; Ghauri & Cateora, 2014). This can
indicate variation in how trust, intrusiveness and usefulness is perceived among Swedish
consumers compared to other nationalities, such as Americans.
Moreover, this study adds value to the existing research by adding the comparative dimension
of age as a mediator, as it is believed to play a significant role in how this sort of advertising
is perceived. As the Swedish age group of 65+ is a significant group of internet users
(Davidsson, 2015), the large gap in knowledge and perceived difficulty of fully understanding
the online world (IIS, 2015) means there is a big reason why this segment needs further
research. The focus of the study will be a comparison between two generations among the
Swedish consumers. These are the elderly consumers of +65 years, and consumers between
20-30, members of the generation Y (Leung, 2013). This decision based on the characteristics
often connected to these demographics. There is a consensus that the elderly users are
generally less familiar with digital technology than generation Y, and can reportedly
experience more discomfort while being active online, which has created a digital divide
(Reisenwitz, Iyer, Kuhlmeier & Eastman, 2007; Niehaves & Plattfaut, 2013). Still, this is
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significant consumer group whose online habits and behaviour increases similarly with the
rest of the Swedish population (DIBS, 2016). Generation Y is often depicted as highly
technologically proficient and should generally be open as well as early adopters of new
technological advancements (Kumar & Lim, 2008; Leung, 2013). Therefore, the authors see
this comparison as utterly relevant to investigate whether the two categories require different
treatments in how they are targeted by marketers. Additionally, the marketers’ awareness of
the presence of the digital divide will be studied and if they actually are paying attention to its
existence.
1.2

Purpose

The purpose of this study is to generate extensive insights from Swedish consumers’
experiences on the intrusion of their privacy online, and how it links to their online
behavioural response to personalised banner advertisements. The authors are seeking to
explore if there is a level of balance in personalising consumers’ experiences. Further,
whether it can be achieved without intruding on the users privacy when businesses are
utilizing information technologies, namely cookies and big data mining. It will be investigated
whether factors trust and loyalty towards businesses are affected when these ads are perceived
as either intrusive or useful. The research will also observe if there are differences depending
on the consumers’ ages.
Additionally, when investigating this topic the authors seek to broaden the understanding how
online marketers could adapt their ads, personalised to the users’ needs and wants, to achieve
balance. To be able to identify the potential for balance in personalised advertising, the
authors are searching for opinions from those responsible in the creation of the
advertisements. To obtain a comprehensive perspective surrounding this phenomena expert
interviews are conducted with industry professionals.
1.3

Research questions

The purpose will be investigated using the following research questions:
-

How do Swedish consumers from two different age groups comprehend and perceive
the intrusion on their privacy, relative to that of usefulness, of personalised banner
ads in online advertising?
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-

How does the congruency appear among marketers and the Swedish consumers in
terms of perceptions towards personalised online advertising, and are attitudes
mutually shared between the different age groups?

1.4

Delimitations

As the online users behavioural response will be studied, the researchers do not know how
they act in real time and truthfully respond to the personalised online advertisements, but
rather how they choose to answer during the interviews.
It was necessary to limit the range in regard to the technological methods of data collection
and analytics since the foundation of this paper is not towards understanding these in detail.
The brief overview provided is a means of introducing the reader to these concepts to be able
to grasp the whole context of the study. The chosen techniques have widespread accessibility
for companies and appear frequently in the discussion circumventing this field of research
(Johnson, 2014).
The researchers do not specify any product- or business categories to avoid discussions that
focuses on these particular fields, as the ambition is to generate general perceptions towards
personalised online banner ads.
The authors have not specified on which device the consumers have experienced the
personalised advertising, as it is the overall perception that is of interest for the researchers, no
matter if it is by using smartphone, tablet or laptop.

2. Theory
2.1

Literature review

2.1.1

Online behaviour

The accessibility to stay connected online has been growing steadily for the last two decades
in Sweden, and has been further enabled through the extensive usage of different devices such
as computers, smartphones and tablets. The trend can be linked to an overall surge in internet
usage by the Swedish population, as the average Swede in 2016 spent 24 hours a week being
active online (IIS, 2016a). Similarly, the Swedes’ activities on social media have doubled
over a period of the last six years, where Facebook enjoys the largest share of members (IIS,
2016b). In relation to this it can be observed that e-commerce is currently growing at a fast
pace in Sweden. With an overall growth of 11 percent in 2016 compared to the previous year,
it amounted to a total exceeding 100 billion SEK in turnover (DIBS, 2016). What causes this
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increase is explained with a variety of different arguments, such as convenience, availability,
simplicity and ability to compare options. It has also been observed as a result of more
businesses developing their e-commerce, they are becoming more efficient (DIBS, 2016;
Postnord, 2015).
These are all factors that signals the apparent significance that the internet represents to
modern day businesses. As consumers spend more and more of their awaken time with online
searches it requires companies to invest a greater share of their resources towards online
marketing to reach their customers accordingly (Kireyev, Pauwels & Gupta, 2015). With the
increasing outreach of the internet the development of a multitude of online marketing
techniques has emerged to draw the customers attention, practices favoured by many
marketers, but still its effectiveness is not always certain (Wang & Sun, 2010). Marketers
have to be aware of the fact that the perceptions of online advertising are far from
homogenous. From a cultural perspective, different nationalities are affected and behave
differently in response to online marketing techniques (Ghauri & Cateora, 2014).
Furthermore, the purchase intentions can change as the receivers are influenced in different
ways depending on the culture, varying from specific website displays (Cyr, 2014), through to
other techniques used in online advertising (Brettel & Spilker-Attig, 2010).
Another mediating factor towards the usage and perception of the internet as a platform is age
(Niehaves & Plattfaut, 2014). Although elderly usage is growing in numbers (Davidsson,
2015), many studies point to the fact that older consumers’ online behaviour, attitudes and
perceptions are significantly different from younger generations. Based on these studies, the
overall idea, and stereotype of older adults, is a resistance to accept and use novel
technologies, creating a digital divide between generations (Reisenwitz et al., 2007; Kumar &
Lim, 2008; Mitzner et al., 2010). Opposed to the elderly, the digital divide is visible in
comparison to those aged between 20-30, commonly referred to as members of generation Y.
Those within generation Y, sometimes called the ‘net generation’ (Leung, 2013) are known as
the early adopters and very familiar with technology in a broad sense. They are extensively
using the internet, which has led to a high level of comfort and knowledge towards modern
technologies and new ways of communication (Kumar & Lim, 2008; Leung, 2013). The gap
of knowledge and the perceptions and behaviour of the elderly's use of internet have received
the attention of several studies, often with the application of the technology of acceptance
model (TAM), which elaborates on the ease of use and usefulness of a certain technology
(McCloskey, 2006; Lian & Yen, 2014). Further barriers of usage are related to users’
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traditional behavioural aspects, the perceived risk and value of buying online (Lian & Yen,
2014). Other reports are elaborating on the possibility that the digital divide is not only a
result of age, but also of different socio-economic factors (Eastman & Iyer, 2004; Gilleard &
Higgs, 2008; Friemel, 2014). The digital divide in Sweden is following the same trend as
many other developed countries as the elderly internet users increase (Davidsson, 2015). At
the same time, there is a large gap in knowledge and perceived ease of use, as the older users
admittedly have difficulties in understanding the ways of the online world (IIS, 2015). Still,
the Swedish age group of 65+ accounted for 18 percent of the total population in 2010, a
number that is believed to increase to 21 percent by the year 2020 (SCB, 2010), which is one
of the reasons why this segment needs further research.
2.1.2

Online marketing perceptions

The formation of consumers’ attitudes and perceptions in regard to online advertising entails
the following according to Wang and Sun (2010) “attitudes toward online advertising are
defined as the aggregation of evaluations of perceived attributes and benefits of online
advertising”. Argyriou and Melewar (2011), further elaborates that in general, attitudes
emerge either in an immediate reaction based on affect, where an attitude is constructed on
the spot as a decision needs to be made, and that this is a temporary attitude being held.
Another dominating viewpoint is the functional theory where an attitude is formed as a result
of a person’s motivation, and when encountered with a certain attitude object, an individual
will retrieve information about this from his or her memory which in turn helps to determine a
specific attitude. This includes that a higher cognitive process is required, as the individual
faced with a certain cue can evoke an attitude from previous associations (Argyriou &
Melewar, 2010). It has been stated that ultimately, the attitude a consumer holds in regard to
online advertisements will affect the likelihood of future purchase decisions. So, whether an
ad should be successful in creating additional value for the makers of a specific
advertisement, it should evoke more or less favourable attitudes to be persuasive (Wang &
Sun, 2010). In terms of the feelings and emotions that are being experienced by those exposed
to an advertisement, it will in turn generate attitudes towards the responsible brand
(Askegaard, Bamossy, Hogg & Solomon, 2013).
Some early reports on the Swedes perception towards online advertising in general presented
rather unfavourable results, as 47 percent of the respondents were holding negative attitudes,
while 42 percent were indifferent (Grusell, 2006). A more recent survey revealed a negative
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decline from the participants, as 65 percent were more or less negative towards general online
advertisements, while 28 percent remain indifferent (Sveriges Annonsörer, 2016). Among the
few studies that investigate the Swedes overall perceptions and attitudes towards targeted
advertising, a quantitative study conducted in 2016 indicates that customized ads do not
receive any particularly favourable attitudes by the internet users compared to standardised
online advertising (Eklund Löwinder, 2016).
As perceptions and attitudes towards online marketing have presented themselves as
ambiguous, new technologies added the component of online surveillance to this complex
relationship between marketers and consumers. This has led many consumers to express
concern in regard to their online privacy for more than a decade (Ashworth & Free, 2006).
Some of these data collection techniques require further introduction, for readers to
comprehend the foundations of personalised advertising, as well as how this affects the online
users’ experiences of the same.
2.1.3

Business intelligence

Business intelligence (BI) are the technological advancements that have increasingly affected
the way online marketing is being developed. BI includes the usage of techniques for
collecting and interpreting consumers’ online behaviours, and with this information make
calculated decisions, including the profiling of individual consumers that can be targeted in
the future marketing activities (Miyazaki, 2008; Chaudhuri, Dayal & Narasayya, 2011). These
techniques are used with the belief of their positive impact on an organisation’s CRM and
future performance measures (Greiner, 2011). Some of the most commonly known ways of
adopting BI are through data mining and analytics, as well as advantageous utilization of web
cookies (Chen et al., 2012). What is reported as a general behaviour by firms using BI in their
business is a general unwillingness to disclose how they collect and utilize information,
leaving many consumers unaware of these practices (Morey, Forbath & Schoop, 2015).
Therefore, these functions and their purpose will be briefly introduced in the following
sections to have a greater overall understanding of this study.
2.1.3.1

Big data mining & analytics

As more people are active online, and with a global estimate of 50 billion devices connected
to the internet by the year of 2020, there are, and subsequently will be, enormous amounts of
consumer-generated data that are available for organisations to acquire and analyse through
various software (Henke, Libarikian & Wiseman, 2016). When a business is taking advantage
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of big data in their decision-making it is the performance of analytics technologies that is
generating the comprehensible insights. As stated in Mayhew, Saleh and Williams (2016),
“Advanced data analytics is a means to an end. It’s a discriminating tool to identify, and then
implement, a value-driving answer”. The owner of the data will be provided with valuable
business intelligence (BI), that can be used for tracking, interpreting and understanding both
current and prospective customers. The reliance on big data to create additional value can now
appear in basically every possible function across different industries, and if properly utilized,
the analysed data can lead to key decisions being made throughout the whole organisation
(Manyika et al., 2011). With massive amounts of data, artificial intelligence (AI) can be used
when analysing the data to locate patterns that provides decision-makers with information
(Brown et al., 2017). Technically, the ‘big data’, consists of hundreds of terabytes with
contained information that is initially in the possession of companies running data
warehouses. This means vast amounts of collected data for processing, from sources such as
previous consumer transactions, e-mail services, web site logs, product review websites. In
using various analytics, such as text analytics engines or web analytics, businesses are able to
extract information about consumers when applying certain algorithms that can aid in creating
predictive models of future behaviours (Chaudhuri et al., 2011). A very common analytics
tool is Google Analytics that has the potential to provide sophisticated customer data (Chen et
al., 2012). Analytics involve choosing a set of data that is kept within the database, and this
set can be analysed through means of regression, decision trees and market basket analysis to
find characteristics that are significant for a specific company (Chaudhuri et al., 2011).
Greiner (2011) makes the distinction between descriptive and predictive data mining, with the
former being focused on providing current information and the latter, as mentioned, with the
purpose of making qualified calculations for future events. Through the use of data mining,
companies are able to efficiently categorize, cluster and profile prospective customers to be
targeted in future marketing activities (Chen et al., 2012; Radhakrishnan, Shineraj & Anver,
2013). Big data mining can be adopted as an incentive to improve an organisation’s customer
relationship management which is thought to offer consumers additional value and create
higher loyalty (Greiner, 2011).
There have been reports of great promise in adopting the practice of big data mining and data
analytics in online marketing as this has proved to increase the revenues for many businesses
(Manyika et al., 2011; Henke, Libarikian & Wiseman, 2016). Although there are many
obstacles to that limits the potential to achieve the desired outcomes. Some concerns lie
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within the accessibility to relevant data, but also the consistency and accuracy of the same, but
the most urgent issue is the actual application of the results from the analysed data (sas,
2011). Even though there are enormous amounts of data available for mining Brown et al.
(2017) reveals only fractions are used by business, often due to a lack of understanding where
the value can actually be found. Moreover, there can be situations when an organisation uses
data analytics with poor judgement. A situation where profiled advertising is misdirected or to
revealing, it can induce negative attitudes against the sender (Calvert, 2015).
2.1.3.2 Cookies
As a visitor on most organisations’ websites today you are made aware of their usage of
cookies to ‘improve the users experience’. The concept of web cookies emerged over two
decades ago, and has been discussed as an issue of privacy almost as long (Kristol, 2001). A
web cookie is essentially data consisting of text files, created and set by an organisation on
their website. When an internet user visits a page, and accepts the cookie-terms, the text file is
stored within the user’s browser and will then grant the owner of the cookie to store this
particular user’s information, which can be extracted at later visits by the same user to
increase his or her convenience (All About Cookies, n.d.). The basic function of cookies is to
allow a server or website to have a memory that will recognize users and their previous
activities on a specific website, and to aid recurring visitors with automatic completion of
information tasks (European Commission, 2016). Cookies are often essential for a website to
work in an effective manner and provide the users with well-performing functions
(MarketWatch, 2015). The information that is generated through cookies will bring
knowledge to the domain owner, to identify consumers’ needs and preferences, something
that Chen et al. (2012) describe as a “gold mine” for businesses that want to understand their
customers, and subsequently adapt their offerings to the individual. Information that is
gathered can contain everything from general information such as names, to more specific
knowledge revealed by your actual online movements through your browser history (Kristol,
2001; Miyazaki, 2008).
Cookies can be created in two different ways which will decide the longevity of the cookie,
technically the time it remains on a user’s browser and can provide the creator with useful
customer information. These options are ‘in-memory’ and ‘persistent’ cookies. Those created
for the ‘in-memory’ purpose will disappear as soon as the user closes the current browser in
which the cookie is residing, meaning the user will no longer be remembered by the website
that created the cookie. Persistent cookies on the other hand will remain on the user’s browser
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until the cookie eventually reaches its pre-determined expiration date (Microsoft, n.d.).
Persistent cookies are extensively used for marketing purposes as it enables the website’s
owner to track, and with the acquired information, engage in cookie profiling (All About
Cookies, 2017b). A type of persistent cookie, often referred to as 3rd party cookie, have led to
what is commonly known as behavioural targeting, as the marketing activities are created
based the actual behaviour of the profiled consumer. By using 3rd party cookies, which are
advertisers’ cookies placed in ads within other websites, information about a consumer can be
gathered as the individual’s following web search is tracked with these cookies, and
subsequently functions to create an extensive profile of this person (Wall Street Journal,
2010).
From a business’ perspective, advertising cookies are often present on their websites as they
work in order to present interesting ads just for you as a consumer, and save you from being
subjected to excessive amounts of irrelevant ads (MarketWatch, 2015). Furthermore,
businesses engaging in cookie profiling need to be wary in not disclosing sufficiently how
cookies are being used, as this have led to consumers declining attitudes towards companies
as their trust can be negatively affected (Miyazaki, 2008). Unquestionably, cookies are often
the subject of a privacy debate, and whether it is defendable from an ethical perspective, and
being followed and analysed in online settings clearly presents many contrasting views (Awad
& Krishnan, 2006; Miyazaki, 2008). Although, the fact is that any internet user is able to
delete all cookies that have persisted in the browser at any given time, and the user have the
right to refuse them from the beginning. Refusal of cookies can affect the behaviour of the
visited website, as it might not function properly, or it will restrain the visitor from using
certain features or offers (MarketWatch, 2015). However, all internet users within the
European Union are protected by legislation to what extent cookies can be used towards the
population (European Commission, 2016). Nonetheless, how you perceive the usage of
business intelligence, it is constantly and increasingly used as marketers treasure the
opportunity, and see great value in creating personalised advertising that is directly targeting
individuals (Miyazaki, 2008; Turow et al., 2009).
2.1.3.3 Regulations
Even though the use of personal data for commercial purposes, such as personalised
advertisements targeted at individual customers have received criticism and often perceived as
intrusive on privacy, there are regulations and self-regulatory systems that serves to protect
those affected (Goldfarb & Tucker, 2011). Legislations are enforced by governmental
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institutions, but there is also the presence of market-based standards as voluntary guidelines to
maintain privacy standards (Ashworth & Free, 2006). Within the European Union there is
legislation that demand that companies act according to a set of rules involving personal data
on the internet and how businesses use information collected for marketing purposes. Firstly,
it needs to have a valid marketing purpose and emerges from interests that can be considered
as legitimate, as stated in the 47th paragraph of the European Union’s regulations (2016).
Additionally, all people in the EU have the right to object, and request that organisations
remove personal data that is processed for targeting individuals with marketing tools. If a
company is actively engaging in data collection and processing that is used for commercial
purposes it needs to be clearly stated and visibly displayed for any visitor of a website to
make an active choice whether they are accepting this or not (European Union, 2016). When
privacy laws were implemented in Europe, the effectiveness of personalised ads were
reportedly reduced (Goldfarb & Tucker, 2011).
The legal requirements have led to the necessary implementation of disclosure from
organisations that are using different online techniques to gather information about their
potential customers to be used for marketing purposes. Moreover, an updated set of rules from
the EU will be installed in 2018 that aims to protect its inhabitants by making it more difficult
for businesses to collect information online, as clear consent will be required (Jute, 2017). Yet
the question remains, which this study is looking to investigate, if the Swedish internet users
pay attention, and are they even aware, of their online privacy and if they actually care.
2.1.4

Digital advertising & display advertising

All types of advertising that is displayed online goes under the term digital advertising. This is
available through different channels where advertisers can position relevant ads. The
advertiser needs to plan and manage the marketing campaigns in the ad formats that the
websites offer for digital ads. Concerns can easily occur for the advertiser in how to create ads
that suit the website and reaches the right target group for every specific ad. There are
different ways of buying ad space through the websites, depending on agreements and what
type of model the website uses for allowing and selling ad space. This can either be done by,
for instance, person-to-person deals and direct deals, that are decided from bidding systems,
such as programmatic tools by advertising software (G2 Crowd, 2017). Digital advertising
can be an effective tool to achieve higher ROI, due to increased sales. If the digital advertising
is created successfully, brands can experience ROI with a return on three times the investment
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on online marketing (Minnium, 2014). Also, Reid (2014) argues that digital advertising shows
much better marketing results than native advertising. This is partly a result of the intended
audience, living busier lives nowadays, with digital advertising that more easily reaches the
target audience.
2.1.4.1

Banner ads

The first banner ad appeared in 1994, and the technology behind this type of ad has evolved
rapidly since then (Robinson, Wysocka & Hand, 2007). Banner ads are an advertising form
that appears on the top, sides, or bottom sections of a website. It is an image-based
advertisement and can differ in size, design, and function. Normally they occur in news-based
websites, communities and blogs (Wordstream, n.d.). Even though banner ads does not
always lead to conversion, by the target audience clicking on the banners to enter the website
of the brand, it still plays an important role in conversion. This is due to the awareness it
creates by just being exposed to the audience (Reid, 2014).
Retargeting ads are banner ads based on the user's previous web history. This can be a
campaign that is created by a retargeting cookie, which is attached when the user enters a
website. The cookies allow the company to take notes on the specific pages that the user
enters after browsing on the site. Based on web history and searches for specific products,
companies create, with help from cookies, very personalised ads with suggestions of the
products (Wordstream, n.d.).
The fact that many individuals avoid banner ads is a concern for companies trying to reach
out to their target audience. “Banner blindness” is a term describing consumers’ avoidance of
digital ads, intentional or unintentional. Sometimes people believe that digital advertising
slows down the speed of their Internet activities, and this can be a reason not to click on a
suggested ad. Also, some people still see the Internet as a task-performing tool and not as an
entertainment tool, which also can be a reason to avoid clicking on ads (Cho & Cheon, 2013).
2.1.4.2 Programmatic advertising
Programmatic is a type of advertising tool that is placed programmatically through bidding
systems as a type of one-to-one ad, also known as direct marketing campaigns. On each ad
space, several companies can compete against each other in the bidding system, in order to be
the company with the highest bid that wins the particular ad space. When a customer enters a
website where the personalized ads will pop up, the system automatically chooses the highest
bid in an average time of 65 milliseconds (Rayport, 2015). Real-time automated advertising is
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highly time effective and money saving, also due to the time being saved when real-life
processes like negotiation or publishing is not needed. Algorithms can create the type of
advertising that humans are not able to, by sending messages that are finely selected to a
targeted audience segment. Global brands started to invest heavily in programmatic
advertising to gain the most from each spend on media. Programmatic presents great
opportunities for companies, according to several marketing managers, who firmly believe
that digital advertising can generate higher ROI than the traditional advertising (Fraser, 2014).
2.1.5

Personalisation and usefulness

Marketers try to increase intimacy with consumers, through personalised marketing, as part of
database marketing (Morris, 2002). Sometimes consumers receive personalised advertising
online, for instance, when the consumer has been visiting a website or specific products to
purchase online. If the advertisement shows a product or a few choices of products that is
aimed to the specific consumer and product search history, it is called custom ads.
Customized ads are a way of retargeting the consumers and is in general based on previous
search, profile data and already conducted purchases (Lockett, 2016).
Lockett (2016) also elaborates on the phenomena as when you cannot get away from websites
that will remind you of the products that you have browsed through before, the chances that
you will return to the website and make a purchase of the offered product, is increasing with
26 percent. For maximum engagement received from personalised advertisement, Handley
(2011) suggests that websites and emails should be personalised without being intrusive.
Social media is a big part of how marketers interact with consumers, but also interaction
through websites is considered. The line between being intrusive and creating a genuine
relationship can be highly valued by the visitor of a website. However, Jackson (2007) claims
that, to manage personalisation right is a gamble between life and death for companies. He
also suggests that personalisation strategies should be part of an overall strategy by
companies, and not adapted as a strategy alone. Industry forces drive companies to create
marketing, sales, and service strategies to maximise value for interaction with each consumer.
Personalisation can also be classified to two categories, depending on how the content is sent
to the consumer. “Push” is the strategy suggested when the company sends the content to the
consumer, and “pull” is described as the content being exposed to the consumer by the
consumers own initiative of searching for content (Jackson, 2007).
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The personalisation depth of a banner describes how close it matches to consumers’ interests,
and the personalisation breadth describes how complete it matches to consumers’ interests.
The perceived usefulness is therefore a combination between depth and breadth, with
preferably high depth combined with narrow breadth (Bleier & Eisenbeiss, 2015). Zhang and
Zhang (2013) as well as Bleier and Eisenbeiss (2015) suggest marketers to enhance core
competitiveness by working from a product-centric mode to a customer-centric mode. It is
also claimed that technology has changed business models of interaction with customers.
Therefore, customer feedback and further understanding of customers and their needs is
needed to adapt more personalised approach towards customers.
2.1.6

CRM, trust and loyalty

According to Jackson (2007), personalisation is strongly connected with customer
relationship management (CRM). CRM is a business strategy used to achieve mutual benefits
and long-term value by managing development, retention, and acquisition of a company.
Zhang and Zhang (2013) claim that CRM is the main product of a modern mix of
management decisions and technology. CRM further enhances the customer-centric mode in
the business, at the same time as it reduces costs, it allows for managing customer relations
more effectively. Data mining and analytics of company measurements are main factors to
assess the concept of CRM, using such measures can aid in optimizing various processes
within the company (Zhang & Zhang, 2013).
Personalisation is thought to increase customer loyalty if the personalised advertising
provides the customer with relevant offers. Further, if the loyalty is increased, the lifetime
value can increase as well, constituting a positive outcome of personalisation. To achieve this,
the value and benefits should therefore be mutual in the long term (Jackson, 2007). If the
attempt of personalisation fails, retargeting hinges on consumers’ trust (Bleier & Eisenbeiss,
2015). By achieving positive expectations from consumers in future intentions, the company
reaches greater trust. This helps to reduce perceptions of risks, uncertainty and vulnerability.
Trust is also a significant part and definite factor in e-commerce strategies (Becerra &
Korgaonkar, 2009). As digital advertising has evolved, simultaneously customer engagement
and trust towards companies and digital advertising has evolved as well. Ten years ago, in
2007, only 26 percent of people who viewed banner ads would believe in the content,
however, the trust towards banner ads has increased considerably since then. Just as recent as
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2013, sincerity became a good working factor in digital advertising, seen as a highly
important advantage (Lockett, 2016).
Previous studies have showed that American consumers in general have privacy concerns
about customized advertising. However, many consumers appreciate the concept when the
consumers are properly informed, and when the information collected about consumers is
non-personally identifiable, discomfort is reduced (Ur et al., 2012).
2.1.7

Criticism and intrusiveness

Turow et al. (2009) describe American consumers’ perceptions towards personal
advertisement as intrusive and offensive to their privacy. Privacy in online settings is usually
described as an individual’s ability to have control and a chance to protect one’s personal
information from other parties to exploit (Van Wel & Royakkers, 2004). There can be several
reasons for why consumers perceive the phenomena of personalised advertisement in this
way. Some of the reasons are consumers experience like they are being followed, without
knowing the purpose, effects, or to what extent. When consumers browse on the Internet it
can be for different reasons, for instance, work, shopping, education and play, and the risk is
high that consumers feel some kind of embarrassment if a personalised ad shows up during
the wrong circumstances. Personalised advertising can also put some consumers in monetary
or social disadvantage, if an ad is not properly matched to an individual’s social situation
(Turow et al., 2009).
Sometimes it occurs that marketers reach the wrong consumer when personalising ads and
retarget the consumer. If the computer used for the search of products is later used by another
person, for instance, a family member, the custom ads can reach the wrong targeted customer.
(Lockett, 2016) Marketers are also criticised for the huge amount of data they are collecting
about consumers, without their awareness. (Turow et al., 2009). According to Johnson (2016),
92 percent of internet users has considered installing an ad blocker, in regard to minimise the
targeted ads. Also, 62 percent said that they are being annoyed by display ads, while scrolling
on a website. As described by Cho and Cheon (2013), ad avoidance can be related with
consumers’ experiences of intrusiveness, especially in comparison with other media ads. This
can create negative attitudes towards the display ads.
Even though marketers are generally very eager to use the available information to customize
their messages, this can be perceived in mixed ways. Personalised ads can possess the
potential that partly leads to favourable attitudes and stronger purchase intentions, but at the
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same time there is the risk of harming the brand. Some consumers might simultaneously
experience personalised ads negatively, and instead decreasing these customers’ purchase
intentions by evoking stronger sense of intrusion. It becomes a so called “double-edged
sword” (Van Doorn & Hoekstra, 2013).
Previous studies have showed that American consumers in general have privacy concerns
about customized advertising. However, many consumers appreciate the concept when the
consumers are properly informed, and when the information collected about consumers is
non-personally identifiable, discomfort is reduced (Ur et al., 2012).
2.2

Theoretical framework

A framework was created by the researchers to show the customers’ potential ways of
perceiving personalised advertising. It is depicted as a process where a subject is exposed to a
customized display ad which can induce either intrusiveness or usefulness or both.
The customization of advertisements is divided into two parts; use of personal information
and tailoring of advertisement. The next step in the process describes how the consumer
perceives personalised advertisement. The perceived feeling can be either useful or intrusive.
Age, knowledge and privacy concerns are external variables and mediating factors, partly
deciding how usefulness or intrusiveness, or both factors, are experienced by each
individual. The perception of the advertisement then shapes a general attitude towards
personalised advertising. The final outcomes are based on trust and loyalty, and if the
consumer’s attitude leads to future purchase intentions.
The adaptation of an initial theoretical framework has been inspired by two established
theoretical models. Firstly, the technology acceptance model (TAM) because of its role in
assessing users’ perceptions, attitudes and behaviour towards technologies (Mathieson, 1991).
The model investigates the perceived usefulness of a user as he or she experiences, and
whether or not there is a level of acceptance, towards computer technologies. Also, it is stated
that the acceptance is affected by external variables which vary depending on the situation
(Davis, Bagozzi & Warshaw, 1989). Specifically, the perceived usefulness will be adapted to
this study in the sense of users’ perceptions of BI-technologies as well as the concept of
personalised advertisements, and respectively how this can potentially develop into a certain
attitude to the technology. The second central factor of the TAM-model, ease of use, will not
be included since the users are constantly exposed to the investigated technologies non-
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depending of this. A number of external variable are believed to impact the perceived
usefulness and sequentially the attitudes, which will be shown in Figure 3.

Figure 1: Technology acceptance model. Source: Davis, Bagozzi and Warshaw (1989).

Secondly, a model by Van Doorn and Hoekstra (2013) was used, whose model investigates
customized ads’ level of intrusiveness and how it affects future purchase intentions
experienced by American consumers. As seen, the concept of customization of advertisements
is directly applied to the framework of this study, which have an established effect on the
intrusiveness of users. Similarly, when privacy concern has a positive value it induces the
perceived intrusiveness, which is included as a mediating factor since the authors believe this
to be dependent on other factors.

Figure 2: Framework of intrusiveness from customized ads. Source: Van Doorn and Hoekstra (2013).
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The integration of parts from these two frameworks were completed through the researchers’
own contribution which entail the mediating factors, which were incorporated both before and
during the data collection.
‘Knowledge’ as a mediating factor is regarding both personalisation in marketing as a
concept, but also the knowledge of the data collection techniques and how personal
information is utilized. As a higher ‘privacy concern’ is already known to induce
intrusiveness, this factor on its own is not specifically looked at, but rather in a relationship
with the other mediators. ‘Age’ is thought to have an effect on the overall effect on the
remaining factors. The authors believe that the factors of ‘Perceived intrusiveness’ and
‘Perceived usefulness’ will have a direct effect on the subjects’ attitudes towards personalised
ads. Although each of the two does not terminate the other, but rather can co-exist, either in
balance, or with one being more dominant, which will decide a more favourable or
unfavourable attitude towards the investigated topic. Lastly, ‘Attitude towards personalised
ads’ is believed to affect the individual’s trust, loyalty and purchase intention.

Evidence of relationships
---> Researched relationships
Figure 3: Theoretical framework. Source: Own representation.
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3. Method
3.1

Research strategy

Given the purpose of this study, the appropriate research method for this exploratory study
was decidedly qualitative, and has been conducted through the combined utilization of
meticulous expert interviews and in-depth interviews of Swedish internet users of different
ages. The researchers first conducted interviews with professionals from the industry that are
responsible for the creation of personalised advertising. By receiving the opinions of experts,
we could get more detailed impressions and knowledge from insiders in an efficient way
(Bogner, Littig & Menz, 2009), to explore the reasoning and justification of certain marketing
decisions. The in-depth interviews with a large number of respondents were done with an
equal number from the two chosen groups, the generation Y, and the elderly users.
The study has the philosophical standpoint of interpretivism, as the researchers are analysing
and interpreting the results to allow for a better understanding (Bryman & Bell, 2007) of the
Swedes online behaviour, and additionally make sound implications of relevance for
companies that targets these Swedish consumers. The contribution of this study will not be
numerical or conclusive, but to a great extent offer insights to this field of research, which
legitimizes the interpretivist approach. The concept of interpretivism means to understand
why people believe or perceive things in the way they do, both in trying to explain opinions
that are consciously built, but also to uncover beliefs that are unconsciously formed. As the
interpretivists seek broad understanding of certain phenomena, they believe that the
emergence of this originates from multiple reasons, where each are formed in various social
constructions (Dudovskiy, n.d.). When a positivist seeks to uncover statistically proven results
that can be identified in other subjects, and therefore be generalizable as standard patterns, the
interpretivist rather sees every result as unique occurrence (Lin, 1998). As this study does not
target any conclusive results but rather exploring a wide range of opinions and beliefs
surrounding the phenomena, an interpretivist approach is better to adopt.
Furthermore, the study will primarily have an inductive approach of reasoning based on the
interpretation of the empirical data the researchers collect will help to formulate a revised
theoretical contribution (Bryman & Bell, 2007). Induction is described as the process of
investigating a specific phenomena where the extracted data from this research lays the
foundation for general implications to be formed (Sekaran & Bougie, 2016). To modify a
theoretical frame and apply it to collected data is described by Lacey and Luff (2009) as
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analytic induction, and can lead to strengthening of, or the emergence of new theory. As this
study seeks to understand a phenomena and test the theory against the data, the developed
framework will continuously be revised as the findings reveal new information. The study
also had attributes of deductive reasoning while the secondary data were reviewed and
frameworks formed. A more deductive approach was used in order to understand the current
situation and knowledge was required to make sound judgements when conducting the study.
To prepare for the collection of primary data, a large amount of secondary information was
gathered and reviewed. This assisted in giving a keen understanding of the subject and its
contextual factors (Sekaran & Bougie, 2016). It further aided in creating a correct and
appropriate frame for the following in-depth interviews. The secondary data were to entail
both international articles and the work from scientific journals, as well as Swedish studies,
that relate to the research topic of this paper.
The interviews were done following an interview guide, yet they were constructed in a semistructured fashion, allowing for deeper discussion and letting the interviewee elaborate and
express their own opinions (Cohen & Crabtree, 2006). The subjects for the interviews were
located first through judgemental sampling since it was necessary that the interviewees
needed to possess certain information that could aid the purpose of the research (Sekaran &
Bougie, 2016). From the population identified through the judgement sample, the final
respondents could be found by convenience sampling method.
During and after the collection of the empirical data, it was transcribed, coded and analysed
by thematic analysis. Themed constructs allowed the researchers place data in recognized
categories to easier derive important information from the large amount of primary data
(Lacey & Luff, 2009).
3.2

Qualitative approach

When the secondary information had been analysed, the collected data were used in order to
function as part of the foundation for a qualitative approach. A qualitative research approach
is used to obtain deeper insights and elaborated opinions from the Swedish internet users that
are investigated in this study. By using a qualitative method, it is believed that a broader range
of views regarding the researched topic can be found. The nature of qualitative research
involves the exploration of certain views, how these views are formed, and why the holder of
a specific belief or attitude perceives something the way he or she does (Hancock, Ockleford
& Windridge, 2009). With the ambition to conceptualize the Swedes awareness, beliefs, fears
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and general thoughts, as they perform their online behaviour, a qualitative approach suits the
purpose well.
A quantitative approach would have been a more appropriate choice if the purpose of the
study would have been to deduct conclusive results, or to investigate measurable relationships
between current theories and what is being observed in the research (Bryman & Bell, 2007).
A quantitative study could very well provide solid answers regarding a specific question, but
there might be more than one explanation in any given situation, and a qualitative study can
be used to generate this broader range of perceptions, for the researchers to avoid making
assumptions with insufficient material (Lacey & Luff, 2009).
3.3

Respondents

The ambition of the in-depth interviews was to reach a number of 40 participants, 20 from
each age category. It was assumed the collected data would most likely be sufficient, and
might reach a level of saturation which is central to qualitative research (Baker & Edwards,
2012), even before the targeted number. This would allow the researchers a good amount of
data to effectively and accurately interpret the statements of Swedes’ perceptions on
personalised online marketing.
The target population for this study was to include a wide variety of Swedish consumers with
the criteria that the respondents have been active internet users as well as fitting into one of
the groups being decided by age. The reason for this is that anyone who will participate as a
respondent needs to have experienced what is being investigated, and hold some level of
opinion about their experiences. It was assumed that a fairly recent experience will render in
more current observations and insights, therefore it was asked prior to interviews that online
activities had been performed regularly within the last couple of weeks. In order for the
respondents to fit into the investigated age categories, they need to be Swedish, and also be
active internet users, a judgement sampling technique was initially used to categorize by age
and internet usage, and sequentially a convenience design was used to locate the final
respondents. As both sampling techniques have the nature of non-probability design, it means
that the selected elements are not equally representative for the population as a whole,
therefore results are not generalizable. Still, a non-probability sampling is appropriate since
this study is exploratory and has a qualitative approach with the purpose to obtain responses
and insights from certain groups, without the need for statistical assertiveness (Sekaran &
Bougie, 2016).
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The interviewed experts were located from the Swedish retail industry in companies with
significant online presence that are adopting the practices of personalised banner advertising.
The researchers conducted a total of three expert interviews, all from different companies,
with the ambition to find a variety of opinions and perceptions from the creators of the ads
that are being investigated in this study. While their identities will remain confidential, their
positions and work tasks allow them to be present in the creation and implementation of
personalised ads, which means their level of insight on this topic is considerably high. The
reasoning for including experts in the study is to apprehend clear, elaborate, thoughts how
personalised advertising is viewed upon by those who are responsible for its creation, and
whether the concerns expressed by consumers are mutually acknowledged.
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Table 1: Expert respondents. Source: Own representation.

Respondent nr.

*Name

Age

Gender

Occupation

1

Erika

28

Female

Ad creator at sport retail
company

2

Oscar

27

Male

Marketing at fashion ecommerce company

3

Teodor

29

Male

Digital marketing specialist

Table 2: Elderly respondents. Source: Own representation.

Respondent nr.

*Name

Age

Gender

Previous/current
occupation

1

Nico

77

Male

Business

2

Agnes

71

Female

Teacher

3

Stefan

74

Male

Business

4

Carl

70

Male

Consultant

5

Mary

65

Female

Public sector

6

Lisa

66

Female

Teacher

7

Peter

65

Male

Self-employed

8

Karen

69

Female

Business

9

Chris

70

Male

Salesman

10

Helena

65

Female

Public sector

11

Hans

66

Male

Salesman

12

Kristin

68

Female

Scientist

23

13

Rick

69

Male

Banking

14

-

-

-

-

15

-

-

-

-

Table 3: Generation Y respondents. Source: Own representation.

Respondent nr.

*Name

Age

Gender

Previous/current
occupation

16

Cecilia

23

Female

Project manager

17

Alicia

21

Female

Entrepreneur

18

Mikael

26

Male

Student

19

Anja

20

Female

Student

20

Elin

21

Female

Student

21

Vera

27

Female

HR

22

Ken

27

Male

IT

23

Karolina

22

Female

Student

24

John

27

Male

Student

25

Felix

27

Male

Military worker

26

Jesper

21

Male

Family business

27

Eric

26

Male

Consultant

28

George

23

Male

Student

29

Emma

21

Female

Student

30

Tom

25

Male

Student
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3.4

Interviews

The choice for interview method decidedly were in-depth interviews with the reasoning that
this was the most advantageous technique above others used in qualitative studies, such as
focus groups, as it was believed this would benefit the study’s purpose most. In-depth
interviews with one individual at each time are commonly used for qualitative research. It
allows the interviewees to freely argue extensively for their opinions, and give the
interviewers a comprehensible understanding of their beliefs (Bryman & Bell, 2007).
Furthermore, it allows for more flexibility, and invites the researchers to probe when it is
necessary and follow-up on specific answers which can bring greater richness to the
interview’s outcome in empirical evidence (Berry, 1999).
The interviews were conducted face-to-face or through Skype, in non-contrived settings that
were supposed to make the interviewees feel relaxed. This will likely cause a lower
interference and more comfortable interview subjects providing thorough answers (Sekaran &
Bougie, 2016). Although, the interviewees were not in Another factor influencing the nature
of face-to-face interviews is the potential to observe the immediate reactions of the
respondents. As they are confronted with a question, the initial impression can give some
additional insight in their perceived feelings on a certain topic. Before each interview began,
all respondents were guaranteed full anonymity, meaning that their answers would never be
able to be traced back to them as the study’s empirical contribution is disclosed. By giving the
participants anonymity a level of ethics can be upheld and protect those responding from any
sort of harm for those volunteering for the study. Furthermore, there is a likelihood that
answers will present more honest opinions to be shared (Bryman & Bell, 2007). Names will
be changed completely when generating the empirical data, while demographics such as ages
and gender will remain as this plays a significant part in this study.
The interviews were conducted in semi-structured fashion, meaning they each followed a
general interview guide, but the guide can be followed differently depending on the responses.
This led to the interview guide being constructed to a greater extent with open-ended
questions which meant the interview process was more flexible (Bryman & Bell, 2007). It
was complemented by interviewers that were adapting to the situation and lead the interview
forward, sometimes by following up on relevant statements that may not have been part of the
original questionnaire but provided unique insights. Most of the interviews lasted between 2545 minutes, which mostly depended on the knowledge level of the respondent. Each interview
was conducted by one interviewer alone, this would not be an issue in terms of reliability
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since everything was being recorded, leaving the researcher not in charge of the interview to
take part of the content as well. The interviews followed the same outline, first basic
demographics, then introducing the participants to the concepts of personalised online
advertising and the perceptions held against these. The interviewees were then asked about
their knowledge of business intelligence, and later informed on how BI is utilized by
companies in modern marketing. Finally, the interviews were once again directed to the
perceptions towards personalised advertising after being enlightened of its origins (full
interview guide can be found in appendix I).
As previously mentioned the targeted amount of the interviews were 20 subjects from each
age group. As the researchers continuously transcribed and coded the empirical material
during the extensive interview process that lasted for approximately two weeks, it was
unanimously decided that a total of 15 interviews from each category would be sufficient as
the point of saturation had been reached. Saturation in this situation meant that an increased
number of respondents would not provide any relevant new insights (Baker & Edwards,
2012). As 15 interviews were conducted with elderly participants, it was eventually decided
only 13 were to be used. This was due to the insufficient level of understanding from two of
the subjects in regard to the investigated topic. Still it was deemed the already collected data
were considerably high, and provided large enough amount of empirical material in order to
provide valid and trustworthy insights.
3.5

Data analysis

As all interviews were recorded it enabled the researchers to carefully transcript the views
expressed by all the study’s participants. All this collected data were eventually to be
reviewed and interpreted using a thematic analysis method. Thematic analysis is widely used
in qualitative research for interpreting the collected data because of its flexibility, which is its
main advantage, in what can sometimes be complex research issues (Braun & Clarke, 2006).
Another advantage of a thematic approach lies in the great potential it holds for identifying
repeated patterns and making them visible by organizing them effectively. The disadvantages
of thematic analysis often refer to its lack of consistency because of the absence of guidelines
deciding exactly how to proceed in the analysing process. This leaves a great responsibility
upon the researchers’ judgement as to decide the appropriate themes, and sub-themes to be
selected, as well as being able to identify both explicit and implicit opinions based on the
responses (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Since the interview subjects were all Swedish citizens the
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language spoken was Swedish to enable all interviewees to easily express themselves. This
left the researchers with the task to eventually translate the full interviews to English, which
was done as carefully and exact as possible.
For the researchers to be able to cluster the words or phrases into certain themes, an extensive
coding process needed to be conducted. Coding entails the reduction of data from the
transcribed material to be rearranged. Each identified segment of data considered as valuable
for the research question to be answered were therefore labelled and sequentially organized in
predetermined categories (Sekaran & Bougie, 2016). The categories originally consisted of
themes that were deducted from the literature review related to the research purpose. This
included clusters such as general perceptions of online advertising, knowledge and attitudes
towards personalised advertising, perceived usefulness, perceived intrusiveness, attitude
towards personalised ads and trust, loyalty and purchase intentions. As the coding progressed
new categories were required, mostly related to awareness of business intelligence and it also
required to add other beliefs.
3.6

Quality of method

One of the negative aspects of using an interpretivist approach, is that in its nature it is
opening up for the researchers subjective interpretation of the findings. As the researchers
have the highest ambition to refrain from bias, there can still be personal opinions that
unintentionally influence the study’s results. What this means is the inability to provide any
generalizable results, which indicates the reliability of the study can be questioned
(Dudovskiy, n.d.).
To ascertain reliability and validity to a qualitative study the concepts need to be adapted as
they are originally formed to suit quantitative research. According to Bryman and Bell (2007)
the two mentioned research criteria for quality assessment are separated into four aspects in
qualitative studies, namely external- and internal reliability, and external- and internal
validity. A study’s reliability is connected to its level of trustworthiness in Bryman and Bell
(2007), internal reliability involves the level of shared agreement between the researchers
conducting the study in regard to consistent reporting of what is being observed. To achieve
this, all collected data is mutually revised to conclude that interpretations and assumptions
have been understood correctly by both researchers. The external reliability is described as the
possibility to recreate a specific study within a completely new environment. When it comes
to qualitative research, a direct replication is basically impossible because of circumstantial
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factors changing, this can be due to surroundings or social situations affecting the interviews
and data collection (Bryman & Bell, 2007). For the researchers to create perfect external
reliability is not realistic, but to replicate the basic concept of the study is clearly possible.
The interview guide can be used in future studies that are investigating this phenomena during
similar circumstances. Likewise, the theoretical framework can be adopted to provide
guidance for future research, additionally, to describe the settings in which data is collected
will simplify this recreation.
Validity will decide how credible results of a study are, and if they are directly coherent and
applicable to what has in fact been observed. A study’s internal validity will entail the ability
avoid systematic errors and connect the empirical observations of the collected data with the
established theoretical foundations that the study is based upon (Bryman & Bell, 2007). By
investigating the theories and concepts across three different groups to respond and discuss
their perceptions on the topic of personalised online advertising. This invites a wide range of
responses that means greater richness in data which indicate it is more believable, if other
criteria are fulfilled as well. The possibility to partake with the collected primary interview
material that was used in the study was offered to each individual respondent. As the potential
for respondent validation (Bryman & Bell, 2007) existed, a correspondence between what has
been revealed during the interviews and what is being used in the study can be assumed. To
assure the external validity of a qualitative study is difficult due to the ambition being to
identify generalizability in the results across different settings (Bryman & Bell, 2007). In
other terms, it depends on the transferability of the content of the study, to different people in
different surroundings. This study is no exception to other qualitative studies where external
validity is a difficult issue to overcome as any situation is unique where respondents and
opinions usually differ.
Still, there are other measures of estimating the quality of research in qualitative studies, such
as Guba and Lincoln’s (1994) proposed idea of more profound evaluations of trustworthiness
and authenticity. The researchers of this study have chosen to focus on the adapted criteria
first described, as the similarities between the two options indicate that using both would not
likely benefit the outcome of this study.
As most studies that are being analysed with a thematic method, there are clear limitations in
providing a holistic review of the full number of interviews without material being
disregarded in the coding process, especially with a great amount of data (Brooks,
McCluskey, Turley & King, 2015). To overcome this difficulty both researchers read through
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the transcribed material, and the themed clusters that was derived from each interview, to
make sure all important information had been identified and refrain from subjectivity.
The variation in knowledge regarding the participants’ online habits and expertise can be
perceived as an obstacle. The reason for this is because it puts a lot of pressure on the
researchers to elaborate very thoroughly and correctly about different concepts to create a
realistic overall picture of the phenomena. Whether this is successfully achieved at all times
can be difficult to decide since respondents have a tendency of avoidance not to be seen as
ignorant. This is described by Bryman and Bell (2007) as social desirability bias, which
means that those being interviewed prefer to answer in a way they believe will be more
favourable for the interviewer to receive.
Finally, as the investigated phenomena includes finding attitudes in relation to their online
appearance, the interviews procedure being conducted outside of the natural habitat need to be
acknowledged. The reason for this is because attitudes, as described in Argyriou & Melewar
(2011), are formed either in affect immediately after exposure to a stimulus, or because of a
longer cognitive process. As the respondents will have time to evaluate their responses and
make association, their attitudes may differ from that if they would encounter a specific ad in
normal settings.

4. Empirical data
4.1

Introduction

The collected data have been selected and categorised as part of a thematic analysis where
each phase of the analysis has been made under the guidance of Braun and Clarke’s (2006)
six-step frame for conducting a structured analysis. These six steps included the following
phases: familiarising with the data while transcribing the recordings, generating a first
sequence of codes, searching in the data for specific themes, reviewing themes and deciding
which are relevant and strongly backed by empirical evidence, resulting in the final definition
and creation of themes, and lastly the sixth phase entails the production of the report where
data is presented. The data will be organised and presented to the highest extent in the same
order as the interviews were conducted to recreate the different views at the stages they were
expressed. This was decided since certain information provided by the interviewers
potentially altered views as the interviews progressed. What this means is a repetition of some
themes after the information technologies/BI-techniques have been discussed.
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The structure in which the data will be presented is made up of certain stages that include
themed categories as well as a distinction within each category between age-specific opinions.
The presentation of the consumer interviews will emerge primarily in accordance with the
theoretical framework presented in Figure 3, complemented with other beliefs that does not
necessarily function within any of the other categories.
4.2

Expert interviews

The interviews provided plenty of insights from industry professionals responsible for
different areas in the creation and implementation of personalised advertisements in Swedish
retailing companies. Following are summarized the most relevant inputs in regard to how they
perceive the investigated topic but from a business perspective rather than consumer
perspective which will be presented in the following sections.
4.2.1

Erika

Erika is responsible for the creation of personalised banner ads that appear across the online
channels of a large sport retail company based in Sweden but with international sales. Initially
she was asked to briefly describe the company’s marketing strategy to reveal their overall
goals when creating ads. She explained the importance of that the target group feels trust and
credibility towards the company, and that they are able to recognize themselves in the
advertisements. Their social media channels and mail are very divided after segment, but it
also depends a lot on different campaigns, which is also affecting the banners. Towards
certain segments it is therefore personalised. Leading into the discussion of personalised
advertising online, Erika was asked to describe how this is generally perceived and
legitimized from the marketer’s point of view. She meant that they all see this as a positive
thing, to make it easier for the customer to buy whatever the customer is interested in. But on
the other hand, she had experienced that not all customers appreciate it, and that it becomes
apparent at times. How cookies and BI-techniques are used, and whether she sees any
dangers

in

adopting

them

in

marketing

practices

she

responded.

Everyone is usually just accepting and have no idea what it is, they just think that cookies
sound good. So, what I am saying is there’s information for those who want to know, but
apparently, people don’t care until it almost becomes a bit scary for them, like for instance ‘I
was looking at these shirts, and now they are on my Facebook’. But the thing is that most
people don’t know what it is, so they don’t ask about it either. For instance, people who are
80 years old have no idea anyway.
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She further discussed how negative feedback is handled by customer service trying to reverse
negative perceptions and make it into a positive thing. Usually by trying to explain all the
advantages there is in being able to track the customers’ behaviour, and not that it is used in
any wrongful ways.
4.2.2

Oscar

Oscar is working for a Swedish e-commerce retailer for clothes, in their online marketing
department. Due to his broad knowledge of brands, he also describes the concept of
personalised marketing with a general overview showed in understanding of brands. He
describes custom ads as an umbrella term that explains both AdWords and display ads. The
amount of display advertisements and emails that companies send out often reflects on what
type of business it is.
Oscar was also asked if they make the same kind of ads targeted to elderly consumers
compared to younger consumers and how they are thought of from a company's point of view.
One would like to divide different data groups into different segments. The older consumers
are the so called “digital dinosaurs”, and they do not want to know about anything digital
and just want to sit down and plot in their old notebooks instead. Maybe they are not scared
but on the other hand they are innately more digitally restrictive. This makes them act more
naturally negative to digital impact, at the same time they are not familiar with this set of
messages that comes to us digitally every day. It will only be confusing for the elderly
consumers

and

overwhelming

in

how

difficult

it

will

be

for

them.

He further described the difference between genders purchasing habits and gave some
meaningful insight about genders. Since he has experience from the clothing industry, what
they have noticed is that men are more determined when making purchases. Women on the
other hand are more reactive and can make more impulsive decisions while shopping. He
describes their purchase intentions as that even if they already have plenty of dresses in their
wardrobe, they can still make a purchase if they get offered discount for instance. He adds
that clothing companies therefore gain more from pushy marketing strategies towards women,
since

men

have

already

made

their

decisions

from

the

beginning.

When asked how companies perceived intrusiveness as a concept when developing
personalised advertisements, Oscar reveals that this is highly dependent on time and situation
in which it is being promoted, with the following statement elaborating on this idea.
I think it is more important how careful you are with your brand’s value. Sometimes you just
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have to send it out since you are after budget. In that case, the cost of losing customer trust is
irrelevant compared to the desired profit the company has to achieve. So, whether it is right
or wrong, when the quarterly report gets closer, businesses tend to send out more advertising.
4.2.3

Teodor

The third expert interview was made with a digital marketing consultant. Teodor mentioned
some challenges in digital marketing and particularly in personalised display ads.
From a marketer’s perspective, personalised display ads is a golden opportunity to reach out
to different target groups and individuals. But the concept as whole gets intrusive on
consumers’ private lives and this is something that is noticed. Therefore, many consumers
choose to use ad blockers to get rid of the display ads. In occasions like this the whole
concept falls apart, and companies need to find a balance in how to advertise.
When Teodor was asked about if he had any experience of how companies decide the content
of the ads, he explained that from his experience, companies normally create testing ads, to
analyse which ad that works most successfully. Instead of asking consumers whether they like
the advertisements or not, the company he has been involved with has focused on testing
which ad works best in terms of customer interaction. For instance, he said that a company
can make four different ads, sending out each ad to 25 people each. The most successful ad
can be the one that they followingly decide to send out to a larger target group. According to
him, a lot of money and resources go to waste because marketers do not know how to analyse
data and results correctly. Also, if the advertisements are placed wrongly, in unsuitable places,
it is a waste too, since it either reaches the wrong target group or is displayed in very
inappropriate circumstances, and therefore the advertisement loses its purpose. On the other
hand, when he was asked if companies can consider other alternatives to personalised digital
marketing

he

responded.

You have to use the opportunity of personalised digital marketing. That is the biggest strength
with digital marketing, the ability to direct messages to specific target groups. You do not
want the same message to all different target groups.
4.3

Consumer interviews

4.3.1

General perceptions of online advertising

Generation Y’s perception of online advertising quickly reverts to its appearance on social
media, such as Instagram. Therefore, many participants in this category unintentionally
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commented on personalised advertising based on the advertisements they had seen on
Instagram. To a great extent, the younger consumers became more annoyed when ads
appeared in places where it, according to them, do not belong. Furthermore, the content of the
advertisements seems very important to a majority of the generation Y consumers, and can
decide whether it will be appreciated or not.
Tom: Some companies really put effort on making the advertisements look nice and clean.
Others just look trashy.
Another interviewee also added later during the interview when he was asked about risks with
online marketing, that it was not a risk for him but maybe for other people that are more
impressionable. A second respondent’s view elaborated on this by specifically discussing how
the elderly can be more negatively affected by online advertising due to a lack of
understanding in these settings. However, if is perceived as negative or positive, there were
indeed a wide variety of views around general advertising. But a standard theme showcasing
an understanding of its presence, and that it to a high extent is required for the existence of
many companies.
Eric: A lot of advertisement triggers consumption. I do not know if it is good or bad.
The elderly is not an overly-enthusiastic group of respondents in how generic online
advertising (or advertising in general) is perceived. Many make immediate associations to
offline advertisements, such as mail. It is mentioned that the negative aspect online is that it is
more difficult to avoid compared to offline as it is simply everywhere in excessive amounts.
This is the most common theme, as a vast majority are expressing beliefs of being showered
with advertisements online, which is considered to be very annoying. Almost half of the
respondents explicitly states that they would prefer to search themselves for the products and
services of interest to them instead of receiving advertisements online that interrupts their
feed. The level of irritation is varying, while others show more or less contempt in regard to
advertising in online settings on an overall level, exemplified in the following quotation.
Peter: The thing is, eventually I would not even visit a page anymore if it gets to disturbing.
Sometimes when I visit a page, and one side of it is just full of advertising, I just wish all that
garbage was gone so I could actually see the website.
4.3.2

Knowledge of personalised advertising

Generation Y interviewees in general showed of knowledge about personalised
advertisement. Additionally, they showed an understanding from a marketing perspective and
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this was reflected in their answers in the attempt to sometimes form their view and
explanation of attitude from what a marketer would say. Even if they did not always agree
with the potential marketer’s view, they still pointed out this approach. Five of the generation
Y consumers are even contemplating how the companies are financially performing in
relation to their advertising. This clearly seems to influence their level of acceptance and
legitimizes why personalisation is used. No matter their previous level of knowledge, when
informed about the foundations of the concept, few seemed surprised or especially troubled
by it, and most simply affirmed being aware of this.
Cecilia: Before, I used to get shocked when receiving personalised ads. Nowadays I do not
even react to it.
The generation Y participants are overall not worried about personalisation in advertising, and
several discuss this is simply a matter of knowledge. Although, there are opinions among the
younger consumers that are expressing some deeper insights on the topic in regard to the
overall context in which personalisation is applied and discussed.
Mikael: I actually think that people worry a bit too much. But I still believe that this is
because the issue is new to people and due to limited knowledge, we tend to worry more than
we should. The companies that engage in personalised advertisement are normally large
companies that needs to stick to rules and regulations in their CRM systems, and therefore I
believe that they work reliably.
Approximately half of the elderly users were familiar with the concept of personalised
advertising online, but fewer could describe exactly what it means. After a brief description,
all could relate to and understand the concept. Many felt as if they were under surveillance as
they realised they received the same ads sent from websites they had recently visited, without
understanding fully why this occurred and why they specifically were exposed to this. Some
of the reactions when introduced to the meaning of it will be revealed in the following
quotations.
Stefan: I believe it is slightly uncanny, that they are targeting you as an individual. Why
would I be of relevance to them? What makes me a target?
As the initial discussion led into whether or not this type of personalised banner ads were
appreciated by the consumers the answers almost unanimously followed the same pattern of
negativity. As the ads are being tailored for these consumers according to their personal
information and previous searches is not something that impresses these respondents.
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Approximately half of the elderly interviewees explicitly state they want to actively locate
interesting information themselves without being affected by the suggestive banner ads.
Carl: I feel like this: It is much better if I proactively find out information instead of someone
else doing it without me asking for it. I want to be in the ‘driver’s seat’ myself. So no, I am
not happy about it at all. And I do not believe I am missing any offers either.
4.3.3

Awareness of BI

Many of the generation Y females answered that they know little about cookies and big data
mining in general even though the majority are more or less familiar with the concepts.
Additionally, many of the generation Y consumers reveal that they are more concerned for
elderly consumers to perceive these technologies in negative ways due to a lack of
understanding. As for their own views, they are relatively accepting to data collection, as it is
much perceived as a natural occurrence online. One risk that was mentioned though, was the
chance that if data fall into the wrong hands, it can lead to burglary, either digital or physical.
When a female was asked what she thinks about different data collecting techniques, she was
not able to give a very precise answer due to limited knowledge but were not particularly
negative, similar to the overall opinion of the age group. When asked if she thought that she
would perceive it differently if she knew more about BI her answer reflects the view of many
generation Y consumers.
Karolina: No, not really. I am such a small player being part of a large system. If I would
instead have been a public person, for instance a politician, I would have been much more
worried.
The majority of generation Y respondents also admitted that, after receiving information
about for how long cookies can be stored for each user, that they as consumers would like to
be better informed about time and which purposes cookies serve. Still, their views did not
change significantly, and only showed slight irritation. What was mentioned was also that
maybe the respondents as younger consumers, might not be too concerned about how cookies
are stored, but they thought that if the same thing would be asked to an elderly consumer, the
answer would look different. One person even said that companies might do better in not
mentioning too much about cookies, having in mind that elderly users might get very scared
about the issue. Nevertheless, it is basically a habitual response towards cookies that is
mentioned, and that companies use them is not really an issue. Cookies are simply there, they
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can be observed and pushed, but it does not greatly affect the younger consumers’ behaviours,
unless it interferes with the normal display of a website.
Eric: I am more irritated about the need that I have to press ‘yes’ or ‘no’ on each website.
The information about cookies takes up half of the window on my computer.
There is clearly some real enthusiasm among a few of the younger respondents in regard to
the possibilities that exist with this sort of technology, and they find it to be very interesting to
discuss in depth.
George: I like that it is controversial and unethical in one way. Big data mining is interesting
from many ethical aspects. As long as they can generalise and not make it too much on a
personal level. I like that they create it with statistics, I think it is developing and smart.
The elderly’s awareness regarding BI-technologies were low. Many were familiar with
cookies, but only two out of the sample group actually knew how they work and what their
purpose is. As for data mining the knowledge were even lower. The initial standard responses
were identical, or very similar, to the following sentence.
Mary: I have heard about it, do not really know how it works.
The lack of awareness seems to have created some rather strong views on the topic after the
technologies were explained. Disturbing and frightened were continuously repeated
describing the opinions of the elderly when introduced to the technologies used to collect
personal information when internet users are traced. The concerns are a result of not knowing
how, when and why information is being gathered, and that the consumers appear to be
separated from the process by technical processes handling their information.
Carl: I do not like this at all. Because somewhere, there is a person who sits and makes
decisions, without you ever being asked about this whatsoever. I have never explicitly given
me concession to any of this. I mean it is a possibility given by technology, but the individual
is fully disconnected from the process.
The elderly who are more aware and knowledgeable about these techniques have usually
come across it in their field of work or as a point of interest, and does not seem to be a normal
result of a large time spent online. It is also clearer they have an easier task in grasping the
implied advantages, as will be shown in the next section.
4.3.4

Perceived usefulness

There were clear patterns emerging among the generation Y females as they were showing
appreciation towards personalised display ads, which was not expressed in a similar fashion
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among any other category of respondents. They are keen on evaluating the different positive
aspects of personalised ads, that it helps them finding relevant offers, and that it can be
tempting to visit a website showing something of meaning. Especially the thought of
suggestions resembling products that have previously been of interest is appreciated. Many
expressed that they would prefer advertisement that is based on their previous searches and
visits on websites, but suggests something new to them. In this way, they felt that they could
get some new inspiration and suggestions of things that they did not know about, but still
could fit them well.
Anja: I would much rather have personalised ads than regular ads. I actually like it, it helps
me to find similar products that I am interested in, and it also reminds me of certain products.
The men were not as enthusiastic as the women and generally did not normally elaborate on
specific advantages that are presented, but rather just acknowledged they realised a number of
benefits are generated by personalisation. But more similarly to the elderly respondents, their
initial reactions often contain some level of restraint surrounding its beneficial nature.
Since some of the participants in the generation Y group has studied business related subjects,
they are aware of the profits personalised advertising gives to the companies, and many take
this into consideration when responding.
Alicia: I always look at marketing from a company's point of view. And when I do so, it feels
better knowing that there is an idea behind the personalised advertising. All consumers are
different and in that sense, personalisation is something positive. The best thing would be a
combination between personalised ads and general ads.
As the elderly consumers were enquired about the perceived usefulness, or if they see any
advantages of personalised advertising, the responses were with overall restraint and few were
enthusiastic discussing it. Only a few mentioned that it can create awareness for something
you might have missed otherwise. A majority of the respondents were also clear about that the
purpose had to be specific, it had to be the accurate and the right message in the ads that
provides value for the recipients. There were also a couple of views telling how it should be to
a lesser extent and not as pushy to be more appreciated.
Nico: I mean if they are accurate with the offer that they make, it can be good. If you get
information that you appreciate to read. If they are spot on.
Furthermore, as seen both above and below is that not all of the elderly users actually
mentioned usefulness on its own but often tended to complement it by the sometimes more
dominating standpoint. It is admitted there are benefits to be experienced when exposed to
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personalised ads, but they are rather confident they would reach the same offers without
companies intervening by tracing their movements and customizing ads. A term which is
perceived both as useful and intrusive depending on respondent is the reminder these ads give.
Those with favourable views see it as advantageous that you can find your way back to
something otherwise forgotten, while those who are negative want to feel in control
themselves of what is on display in their browser search. Yet, the following quotation is from
a respondent with good knowledge about BI-techniques acquired through profession and
interest.
Hans: When it comes to me, I do not like this. But on the other hand, in my profession
(salesman) I see fantastic opportunities for this, in marketing and sales. You do not shoot with
a shotgun but have a greater aim. So, I am a bit ambiguous. I want to be in control of the
information that I surrender to the companies. The thing is, the internet is amazing, but there
are dark forces that misuse it.
It became quite clear that more of the users saw benefits in the concept of personally adapted
website experiences. This was not the focus of the interviews but is mentioned due to the
difference in perceptions, although both requires consumer tracking techniques. This is
mentioned by several respondents, that it is acceptable to receive banner ads informing of
specific products of your taste as long as they appear on a website where they are ‘supposed
to be’. This is specified as relevant in that certain situation because it offers value to the
consumer at that particular time, which reduces the sense of intrusion since it is the active
choice of the user to be on that website.
Peter: It is more informative when you are on the specific website, then you are interested in
that product. But if you are looking at another website, with a completely different area of
interest, then it is more intrusive as it is not what you are really interested in at that moment.
4.3.5

Perceived intrusiveness

Even though generation Y had concerns about intrusiveness and how they experienced
integrity issues, they were still light-hearted in their answers, particularly in comparison with
elderly consumers. They were more precise in how they would like to receive the
advertisement so that they would experience a lower level of intrusiveness. Some
interviewees said that they would like to decide by themselves what to search for. With this
statement, it was meant that they had an idea of what they want to buy and do not want any
additional suggestions or offers except from this.
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One interviewee mentioned particularly that she is scared that private or embarrassing things
would pop up during unwanted circumstances. Since many of the generation Y consumers
uses their personal computer at work or at university, they are always aware that other people,
work colleagues and friends, can be sitting next to them when an advertisement shows up on
their screen. If the person has searched for private things, they are aware that these things
might as well appear later, for instance in the shape of a display ad. This were also mentioned
in relation to situations when someone has been searching for gifts, and ads connected to the
search might pop up under the wrong circumstances.
No matter if the majority of younger users see the benefits, there were clearly some feelings
of intrusiveness in place, many elaborating on their integrity being violated and a sense of
freedom being lost. The most common theme among those who expressed a feeling of
intrusiveness, it did not admittedly affect them significantly.
Emma: There is no integrity online anymore. I am not worried, but I feel that integrity does
not exist anymore.
But some of the younger consumers were not as unprovoked by personalisation, and showed
and strongly positioned themselves against the concept and all that it entails. This viewpoint
was primarily portrayed by two of the generation Y interviewees.
Mikael: I do not like personal ads. I find them very annoying. I do not like the fact that a large
amount of companies possesses personal information about me.
As for the elderly’s perceptions of intrusiveness, it is safe to say an overwhelming majority
possessed views that considers personalised advertising as intrusive which will be depicted by
a number of quotations which is an attempt to represent the group. Many of the respondents
experience this as they are being followed, and believe they should not be taken advantage of
like this by companies. A lot of their initial responses entail their negative feelings and
emotions towards the concept. One respondent portrayed it like the ads are getting ‘thrown in
your face’, when all you want to do is search on your own terms. They especially do not like
that companies are actively profiling them, and making them targets, based on their personal
information that they have not explicitly given anyone permission to use. Mary, just like
many other in this age group, is describing the sensation as being chased.
Mary: It feels intrusive. It feels like I am being chased. I mean when I have already bought
something I am done, then it is enough, I do not need this anymore.
With and experienced level of intrusiveness, many of the respondents further elaborated on
potential negative backlash they feared about what personalisation might generate and how it
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affects their feelings. It was shown that many had significant privacy concerns and saw
substantial risks when asked about this. The main concern the elderly have is for their
financial

information

being

in

the

possession

of

malicious

parties.

Helena: Yes, I find it uncomfortable, if they know one thing, do they know my bank code and
everything else as well? I do not really trust it.
4.3.6

Attitudes towards personalised ads

The attitudes held by the respondents of both age groups in this study are clearly influenced
by both feelings of intrusiveness and usefulness, and as mentioned being more affected by one
does not exclude the others presence.
The attitudes expressed by the participants from generation Y reveal opinions spread across
the whole spectra from positive to negative, although the majority have relatively modest
attitudes. An ambiguous stance can be detected among many of the generation Y consumers,
a common attitude among both genders, but slightly more vocal for male respondents.
George: I think personalised ads are damn good. Or I appreciate it but I hate it at the same
time. For instance, I like when music streaming services gives me suggestions about music
that I might like. I get angry when the advertisement is wrongly targeted or not targeted at
all.
Karolina: I both like and dislike personalised advertisements. Maybe 2 out of 10 times I
actually want the things that are offered to me.
As seen in Karolina’s quotation, the ambiguity seems to derive from the context and content
of the advertisements, although the views expressed when the ads are not completely accurate
are not particularly negative in comparison with the elderly. The younger consumers are more
inclined to be accepting of company errors in their targeted advertisements, as this does not
seem to evoke negative attitudes, except from three very critical generation Y consumers. But
altogether, this age group possess moderate, slightly more favourable attitudes towards
personalised ads and definitely prefer this compared to generic advertisements.
A majority of the elderly consumers appeared to be in positions where they held
predetermined attitudes towards the concept of personalisation, even if their previous
knowledge were low. The immediate reactions when it was introduced often provoked
negative responses, most often entailing strong opinions, and words used to portray their
feelings included ‘disgusting’, ‘scary’ and ‘disturbing’. Similarly to the elderly’s reactions
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when discussing the foundations of the BI-techniques, they had very few affectionate beliefs
as their initial response to companies using personalisation in their marketing activities.
Agnes: No, not at all. Seems very inappropriate. I do not wish to be exposed to this and it
does not make me feel comfortable at all.
Eventually, when the discussions proceeded, a greater spread of attitudes were generated,
ultimately producing some more favourable attitudes. These views emerged after some
consideration, and a more overall grasp of the concept may have been reached.
4.3.7

Trust, loyalty and purchase intentions

It is common that the generation Y consumers shows trust to the companies providing them
with personalised marketing campaigns based on their historical data. Also, when giving their
personal information in conjunction with purchases online, generation Y consumers in general
feel safe while giving out bank details and addresses, especially if they are making purchases
from large, well-known companies. If the website they are visiting does not seem trustworthy
for several reasons, both age groups feel threatened with giving away personal information
such as bank details. It is obvious that a majority of the younger consumers show strong belief
in companies guaranteeing the safe-keeping of their personal information as they think a
breach of trust is not likely from these online actors.
Vera: I am blindly trusting that the companies does not use my personal data for bad
purposes.
Most of the younger consumers feel safe online and are willing to take risks and put her
privacy in possibly uncertain hands. Although, they are aware of the risks taken online, but as
mentioned most are experiencing a feeling that companies store their customer data safely
which has influenced the overall behaviour of internet users to be more relaxed.
Alicia: When I was younger, everything felt less safe and controlled. Today it feels safer. This
has also affected people's habits in general, as the trends of social media. People are not so
careful anymore what they post on social media.
Regarding consumers’ purchase intentions being affected by personalised advertisements it
was difficult to clearly conclude anything as they were unsure themselves. But the majority
could recall not being eager to engage with these online ads. Female respondents were
generally more positive in making purchases resulting from these persuasive ads, which were
often of a spontaneous nature. It was mentioned by a couple respondents that it on repeated
occasions have reminded them to either engage directly with the ad, or at a later time visit the
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website to conduct a purchase. Men were more restricted in doing any impulse purchases
deriving from the suggestive advertisements.
Mikael: I am a very aware buyer. I know what I want and when I want it, this is why I do not
pay that much attention to these sort of advertisements, even if they may be good
recommendations.
When the elderly consumers were confronted with the question if their trust and loyalty
towards companies because of the effects of personalised banner ads they had a hard time to
specifically describe this relationship. If it affected their purchase intentions were met with
scepticism as their initial reactions to the ads being primarily negative and seldom did any of
the respondents actually engage with the ads targeted at them. It was also highly dependent on
the content of the ads which several respondents confirmed. Their previous engagement with
companies was very relevant depending if they were to engage with an advertisement
whatsoever.
Carl: I mean I am a customer at this company which I have been satisfied with, and I
subscribe as well, but I think they should be clear you become a customer or subscriber that
you at least have the option of accepting or refusing to receive their advertising. This have to
be explicitly stated, which I often do not feel that they do. What I mean is, if I have bought
something, it feels like they believe they can just feel free to continue targeting me.
Still, the main concern the elderly have is for their financial information being in the
possession of malicious parties. Which was reinforcing the unwillingness to engage with
unknown brands’ advertisements as they did not trust them being in the possession of
personal information.
4.3.8

Other beliefs

As many opinions were not suited for any of the abovementioned themes, but still provide
important insights to the phenomena, they are discussed in the following section.
Almost every generation Y respondent mentioned that even though they did not have
anything against personalised advertising in general and how their private information is used
by companies, they were particularly scared sometimes of giving out their credit card details
to companies. This was even a larger concern if they were mentioning giving out this type of
details to a less well-known company or a website that looked suspicious to them. Other
views revealed some of the potential issues that is presented when personalised ads are
targeting them as individuals or in general. A clear concern mentioned by several of the
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respondents is the limitations of personalised ads, since other offers might go unnoticed, and
also that you are exposed to information that you have already received or have actually
purchased.
Elin: I like personalised ads in general, but sometimes I feel limited in only receiving the
same things as I have already been searching for.
When some of the generation Y participants were asked if they want online advertising to be
more general than personal a big majority prefers personalised ads, but it is not without some
hesitation among a number of respondents. This is much under the influence whether the
personalisation is accurate and provide valuable offers, otherwise it might as well be generic.
Jesper: In one way yes, in one way no. I do not want completely irrelevant offers. But I would
appreciate if I got advertisement about usable things, for instance I would like the different
supermarkets to advertise with promotions and discounts.
A pattern which is undoubtedly recurring among the elderly is the association made between
online and offline tracking of individuals. As several mention this whole concept reminds
them of ‘Big Brother’ watching all their activities online. However, what five of the elderly
consumers explicitly states word by word, ‘as long as I have clean flour in my bag I have
nothing to fear’, a phrase they find equally adaptable on their online movements just as they
do in regard to offline camera surveillance. They believe their privacy should remain intact if
they are behaving according to the law, and that their personal information is not in jeopardy
as long as they are engaging with trusted businesses. Still, the fact that someone unknown is
tracking the movements online is perceived as very intrusive by the majority of the
respondents, some see it as a natural way of life in modern times.
Kristin: In the end, a lot of this comes down to ‘Big Brother sees you’, someone who we are
not even in contact with can trace your movements, and this is typical big brother sees you.
This is clearly a negative aspect, but there is no getting away from this, that is how it is today.
These last words of acceptance are another pattern shown among the respondents. Several are
generally accepting it more or less, but it is not without hesitation, both in words and with an
uncomfortable expression during the interview. The following quotation reveals a clearly
ambiguous view which is typically expressed among the elderly, however this individual was
in a position where previous knowledge affected his beliefs and acceptance.
Hans: But no matter what you think, we are on our way towards IoT (internet of things), AI
and self-driving cars, and this is what is scary. So, I mean, when you (interviewer) summarize
this for us, I still feel like ‘No I definitely do not want this, but I can see a greater picture and
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I can see some advantages in this whole practice. But what I am scared of is the misuse of it,
and this I am sure of, it will be misused.
When questioned about how they prefer these activities by marketers to be conducted, a
unanimous view is shared among the elderly consumers in regard to the level of disclosure
and informing the internet users about the collection and usage of personal information for
marketing purposes. The common thread is the need for more explicit information being
shared, a clearer message on how information is gathered and what it is being used for. When
the respondents are informed to a greater depth on BI-techniques, that what they are
demanding is in fact often on the websites they visit, the overall response is nonetheless that
consumers deserve an easier source of information.
Peter: In that case they should come out with this that they are doing it, an explanation, how
your information is being used and that you have to approve it. Otherwise it should be erased.
Finally, after being asked to choose between generic and personalised ads, it was expressed
by a little less than half of the elderly that generic advertisements were preferred as this would
mean that their personal information is not collected and used by companies. These are the
most negative towards personalisation and fail to see any purpose of these ads. Yet, the
majority of them were favouring the personalised banner ads during their time online.
4.3.9

Summary of consumer beliefs

The following tables are showing the most common, as well as the most distinguishable,
expressions related to each of the identified themes in the same order as they are presented in
the empirical findings. They will be separated according to age category for consistency and
easier interpretation.
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Table 4: Summarizing the interview responses. Source: Own representation.

Age
Elderly

Generation Y

Theme
❖

General perceptions of
online advertising

❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Knowledge of
personalised
advertising

❖

❖
❖
❖

❖
❖

Perceived usefulness

❖
❖
❖
❖

Perceived intrusiveness

❖
❖
❖
❖

Attitudes towards
personalised ads

❖
❖
❖
❖

Trust, loyalty and
purchase intentions

❖

❖
❖
❖

❖

Somewhat aware without
understanding
Frightened
Distanced from reality
Inappropriate

❖

Interesting
Accuracy
Creating awareness
When spot on

❖

Feeling chased
Uneasy
Uncomfortable
Financial risks

❖

Disgusting
Scary
Disturbing
Uncomfortable
Uncanny
Current customers want to
avoid more ads
Has to be known companies

❖

❖
❖
❖
❖

❖
❖
❖

❖
❖
❖

❖
❖
❖

❖
❖
❖
❖

❖
❖

Other beliefs

❖

❖

❖

Awareness of BI

Frustrating
Disturbing
Want to search themselves
Do not like it at all
Need to be informed
Under surveillance
Inappropriate

❖
❖
❖

“Clean flour in the bag”
“Big Brother sees you”
See the greater picture
Transparency required
Slightly favour personalised
over generic
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❖
❖
❖

Depending on content and
location of the ad
Annoying
Linked to social media
Personalisation is
something positive
Profitable business
perspective
Do not even react
Complicated
Limited knowledge
Fear of digital/physical
crime
Controversial
Smart
Reminder
Tempting
Good overall
Create purchase intention
No integrity
Scary
Provoked
Want to decide myself
Appreciation
Angry
Ambiguity (hate/love)
Acceptance
Blindly trusting companies
Safe
Trust the system
Company reliability
Limitations to what you see
Repeated information
Strongly favours
personalised over generic

5. Analysis
In the analysis, the authors strive to answer the research questions as thoroughly as possible
by connecting the collected data with proven theories, as well as an inductive contribution of
the researchers’ findings. The research questions were as following:
-

How do Swedish consumers from two different age groups comprehend and perceive
the intrusion on their privacy, relative to that of usefulness, of personalised banner
ads in online advertising?

-

How does the congruency appear among marketers and the Swedish consumers in
terms of perceptions towards personalised online advertising, and are attitudes
mutually shared between the different age groups?

5.1

Analysis of expert interviews: A comparison of marketers- and
consumers’ perspectives

It was quite easily understood that the three industry professionals shared the unison
standpoint of favouring the utilization of personalised advertisements. This confirms the
reported attitudes of the marketers’ perspectives (Turow et al. 2009), which indicates an
overwhelming support for using personal information in order to effectively target individuals
with banner ads online. Just as Milne and Bahl (2010) reported, the expected privacy
experienced by the consumers who are active online is not coherent with the privacy that
companies consider as necessary to grant the consumers, as information technologies are
increasingly being used. When these views are compared to the consumers, there seems to be
an overall level of incongruence between marketers and consumers in their attitudes towards
personalised advertising. Marketers and those responsible for the creation of the
customization are extremely goal-focused, which includes reaching their target sales quickly,
and the bottom line is deciding the actions. Customers perceptions and attitudes seems to be
secondary to this, even if CRM-theory provides insights that greater customer loyalty can in
fact reduce the long-term goals if personalisation is effectively achieved (Jackson, 2007).
Although, some congruence is detected to a higher extent between marketers and the
generation Y consumers, as at least five respondents specifically discussed the topic viewed
from a business perspective. These consumers are highly aware of the advantages that
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personalisation can create for companies, and therefore accepts and favours the concept. They
realise that consumers use much of their awaken time online and therefore, as discussed in
Kireyev et al., (2015), validates the choice of companies increased investment in online
marketing to reach their target audience.
Teodor is very close to confirming the exact views presented in sas (2011) and Brown et al.
(2017), which elaborates on the problem in analysing and interpreting the collected data
incorrectly and therefore customize content inappropriately. In doing so, it is easy to target the
wrong consumers, which will impact the business negatively. Teodor, is also the one out of
the three experts mostly concerned with the experiences felt by the recipients of the
personalised ads, as he elaborates on the potential negative response this can generate.
5.2

Analysis of consumer perceptions: A comparison of generations

Just as Ur et al. (2012) have included the terms scary, creepy, smart and useful in the title of
their American study on consumer perceptions towards personalisation, these opinions and
many more have been observed in the empirical data. The views are in many aspects shared
both by the technically superior generation Y (Leung, 2013), and the elderly, but what can be
said overall is that the elderly have stronger opinions about what they believe to be right or
wrong. It also appears to a greater extent that they hold onto their beliefs which might have
been existing for quite some time, recognised by Van Deursen and Helsper (2015), or they are
emerging solely based on the transference of an opinion from a relatable situation which
simplifies the cognitive process. Nonetheless, the digital divide is apparent, as there are
indeed significant differences in level of knowledge, both regarding personalised advertising
and BI-technology. But what can also be observed is rather a greater difference that seems to
be in the level of acceptance, as younger consumers brought up with these techniques
development are simply so used to this, while the elderly have a harder time to adapt to a
reality where BI is an integral part in online settings. Even though it is more prominent among
the younger users, a mentality shown by individuals in both age groups can be described as ‘if
you cannot beat them, join them’, meaning they see development and technology as a part of
life, and can just as well be embraced because it will happen no matter what.
A significant difference between the age groups is their associations between surveillance in
online versus offline settings. About half of the elderly clearly associate the tracking and
profiling by companies as a violation of privacy similar to camera surveillance in public
spaces, reminding them of the concept of ‘Big Brother sees you’, which frightens many users.
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This comparison could not be seen among the younger consumers, and indicates a gap in
knowledge circumventing the process of personalisation.
5.2.1

A comparison of knowledge

A As shown in the empirical data, with the levels of knowledge being different, this clearly
play a big part in how both BI-techniques are understood, and how personalised ads are
perceived. Just as Turow et al. (2009) also found in their research, a key towards effective
personalisation should entail greater transparency in disclosing how it actually works in
regard to data collection and usage of the same. As expressed by the entirety of the elderly
this relationship needs to be more open, as concluded by Carl, ‘I think they have to be more
explicit, and clearer in telling how it works’. Another issue that businesses need to consider is
that the automatization of some techniques, which is the case using data mining or
programmatic, is what upsets some consumers, as they feel more detached from the process
with less human engagement. This is one of the stronger incitements for heightened privacy
concern as data collection techniques are not understood properly, or are mistrusted.
The younger consumers, as digital natives, show a greater understanding of the information
technologies, and even if their knowledge is lacking, their response when faced with the
reality of the concept do not deter them. They have an easier time understanding the
functionalities behind these technologies, and why they are commonly used practices by many
companies in modern day business.
A recurring theme is how companies have displayed their use of cookies and whether or not
users should be able to accept or decline cookies. In general users are accepting cookies just
by entering a website, and does not actually get the option to accept or decline. What was also
found is that users at the same time would experience annoyance if they, in every occasion
when entering a website, would need to press to accept or decline cookies. This presents a
complicated situation, because most respondents desire transparent presentation of data
collection and usage, predominantly elderly users, while another strong opinion wants a lower
level of disturbance in the display of cookie information, predominantly generation Y.
Experts agreed that use of big data in targeted marketing is a crucial factor. As companies
purchase a large set of data of target groups to allow the personalised advertisement to be
reached their right target group more effectively. Consumers on the other hand, feel a degree
of anxiety in knowing how their personal information is being used in marketing purposes, at
the same time as they do not get the insight of how and where their sensitive information is
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being stored. As explained by Greiner (2011), the thought of using data mining should
enhance the consumers’ experiences, and the relationship between consumer and company.
Yet, this relationship is currently at peril in accordance with this study’s sample group as the
perceived value at many times fails to be recognised by the consumers, while many focuses
on the risks that is being connected with personal data collection.
The majority of consumers, from all ages, have indicated on that they are not fully aware of
regulations that are in place concerning this topic. Thus, while being informed that they have
the possibility to reduce businesses using their personal information, the elderly’s response
signalled a willingness to act upon this. The respondents from generation Y on the other hand
were not changing their opinions based on heightened awareness, much due to the fact that
they ‘trust the system’ enough not to expose their sensitive information. The confidence in
companies handling personal information with the utmost care is reflected by Morey, Forbath
and Schoop (2015), arguing for increased transparency to generate higher customer value, if
privacy issues are lowered.
5.2.2

A comparison of attitudes

Digitalisation, only from a generation-based perspective, is a very normalised concept to
generation Y consumers in general and less familiar for elderly consumers, there are
significant differences in attitudes. There is without any real doubt distinct differences
between the two investigated age categories in their perceptions of personalised display
advertising.
It was not possible to judge the perceptions of consumers only based on the mediating factors.
It appears that the explicit idea that personalised content needs to have a very good fit with the
targeted individual’s preferences as expressed in Bleier and Eisenbeiss (2015), otherwise the
issue is that it will induce intrusiveness and only evoke negative feelings and on the other
hand erode any existing trust. This can be acknowledged among the elderly, who experienced
quite high intrusiveness, simultaneously any sort of trust directed to the companies were
negligible. The perceived intrusiveness is mostly signalled by the users wanting to search and
choose themselves to a higher extent without the persuasion of advertisements. As described
by Carl, 70, to ‘be in the driver’s seat’. Many believe their own choice is reduced when
exposed to these type of ads telling them what they want and need. The term “banner
blindness” (Cho & Cheon, 2013) can definitely become a more and more common reality
among the Swedish consumers if the pattern among the respondents were a widespread
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phenomena, many stating. Several respondents reveal a low level of engagement, with few a
stating they are not even paying attention to banners, and even fewer clicking on them. An
even more severe backlash for businesses would be if their advertisements is not only
overlooked, but even evoke negative attitudes leading to reduced purchase intentions
according to Wang and Sun (2010), as is the situation with inaccurate targeting.
The double-edged sword argument lifted by Van Doorn and Hoekstra (2013) is present among
the Swedish consumers in this study as well, with many respondents revealing a very
ambiguous view. It is obvious that most consumers can comprehend the logic behind
personalised advertising, and understand the benefits, still they show high levels of
intrusiveness. This is most easily detected among the elderly consumers, where it could be
observed that thoughts of usefulness were restrained and often complemented by more
negative ideas that were expressed with strong conviction. Any usefulness at all has mostly
been quite reluctantly admitted among the elderly consumers, once again confirming the ideas
of Van Deursen and Helsper (2015), there is an innate resistance among certain elderly users
to adopt new technologies. This goes in line with the reasoning from one of the experts
(Oscar), as he described these particular users as ‘digital dinosaurs’.
The perceived usefulness that some interviewees mention is often relative to that of time,
place and purpose of the banner ads’ appearance, and if these factors are not in line with the
individual’s preference, it can quickly become annoying. This is a challenge which is
observed by the industry experts as well (Teodor). A distinct misfit which is discussed by
some respondents, is when consumers are continuously targeted even though they have
already purchased a similar product, which leaves many very irritated.
Still, it needs to be acknowledged that there are other factors that can be affecting why these
beliefs and attitudes have been expressed within the sample group. As it was stated in the
theory, there are views that online perceptions rely on socio-economic factors, something that
is briefly introduced in the results and show tendencies to effect to affect more than
anticipated.
5.2.3

A comparison of social factors

There have been certain demographic and socio-economic factors that influence the
investigated parts of the theoretical framework. Apart from age, gender has showed to be an
influencing factor in purchase intentions, while occupation is clearly affecting the knowledge
and privacy concern. A finding from the interviews is gender differences in the reaction
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towards personalised ads. This seemingly derives from females being more impulsive in their
purchase decisions in general, as confirmed in Coley and Burgess (2003), while men appear
to be more decisive consumers that does not pay attention to ads to the same extent. This
relationship was also mentioned at first by one of the experts, Oscar, as he discussed the
distinctive differences between the genders in purchase intentions of clothes online where
females are more likely to respond to specific ads and generate greater profits for the
company. As for occupation, both among the students and elderly, those who get in touch
with these concepts in their daily lives have an easier time understanding and accepting them.
Those with occupations more closely related to where BI-techniques can be adopted are more
likely to perceive it as useful, even if the overall attitude is not favourable, as depicted by
Hans, 66. Also among the generation Y consumers, occupation turned out to be a decisive
factor in the answers of the topic. For instance, university students tended to put the whole
topic in perspective, which led to more restrained answers. Socio-economic factors seem to
have an effect on the level of knowledge held by respondents in both age groups.
Also, among the generation Y respondents, it was sometimes mentioned that they were
concerned and even worried that personalised advertising would show up during unwanted
circumstances. This was due to that the generation Y respondents’ tendency to use their
devices more in public spaces compared to the elderly consumers. Turow et al. (2009)
described the phenomena as a risk, if consumers feel embarrassment because of the
advertisement being personally targeted. This risk could be detected among some of the
younger consumers in terms of social- or economic factors, as they experience inabilities to
afford products in the advertisements or feel socially distanced from the shown products.
5.3

Development of theory

The findings of this study have rendered in the revised theoretical framework where
investigated relationships have affected each other to certain degrees. Therefore, the authors
believe the connections are under the influence of the surrounding variables shown in the
framework, but are not statistically proven to cause any of the hereafter described
covariances, with the exception of relationships established in the integrated frameworks. The
customization of advertisements is shown to have a clear impact on the perceived level of
intrusiveness, something that was already acknowledged by Van Doorn and Hoekstra (2013).
As established in Van Doorn and Hoekstra’s (2013) framework, the level of privacy concern
affects the perceived intrusiveness. With this being one out of three mediating external factors
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the researchers are investigating, it was important to analyse the relationships between the
three to understand their full effect. This relationship is thought to decide whether usefulness
or intrusiveness will be more likely to influence the internet users’ attitudes and sequentially
how this can generate trust, loyalty and future purchase intentions. Regarding the mediating
factors, the authors have observed from the interviewees’ insights that the level of knowledge,
concerning personalised advertisements and BI-technologies, is strongly linked to the
respondent’s age. Overall, the elderly users lack of knowledge clearly surpass that of the
members of generation Y. Sequentially, the level of knowledge held by the respondents, nondepending of age group, seems to have a significant effect on how each user deems their own
privacy concern. Correspondingly, those with less knowledge have higher privacy concern,
seeing more risk being present. These relationships between the three mediating factors,
portrayed by the arrows in the revised framework, should be investigated in combination,
since each by itself fails to provide the entirety of the investigated phenomena according to
the researchers.
As can be seen in the revised framework is the addition of ‘Social factors’ affecting the
external variables. This was caused by many respondents occupations, previous or current, to
strongly influence the mediating factor, often increasing the level of knowledge if it had been
encountered through work or studies. Although, this was not observed among a majority of
the respondents, it created a clear pattern, considered by the authors to have a significant role
in establishing how consumers perceive personalisation as intrusive or useful.
The researched relationship of the combined mediating factors are showing, based on the
interpretation of the interviews, to affect whether respondents perceive personalised
advertisements as intrusive or useful. As opposed to the original theoretical framework,
perceived intrusiveness and perceived usefulness are not viewed as independent variables, but
rather co-existent, almost never solely deciding the following attitudes, but one usually being
more or less outstanding.
Depending on which variable of perceived intrusiveness and perceived usefulness have been
more dominant from the consumer’s perspective, this clearly looks to influence whether a
negative or positive attitude respectively, will be held when being targeted by personalised
advertisements.
The relationship between attitudes towards personalised ads and trust and loyalty is difficult
to estimate due to many factors influencing this process, therefore no clear pattern is detected
that strengthens this connection. It would seem that the consumers, especially the elderly,
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have a hard time directly linking the concept of either personalisation or business intelligence
to a specific situation or business. This lead to their personal beliefs being directed at the
concepts as a whole, rather than putting this in perspective to a specific case making it hard to
evaluate if trust and eventually loyalty is affected. Even though respondents elaborated on
how this might affect the trust, they did not show any strong indication whether this really
made an impact. Further, as described by Sahin, Zehir and Kitapci (2011), these factors are
affected by brand experiences, and it can be argued these ad stimuli are being either
insufficient to create trust or loyalty, or requires to be complemented by other stimuli related
to a specific brand to be influencing. It is more relatable to the effect on purchase intentions
which is almost absent among the elderly, but is sometimes present among the younger
consumers, especially concerning women online behaviour.
The revised framework developed by the authors of this study, as presented below, does by no
means prove any causal relationships between the investigated factors, but rather provides
insights how they are affecting each other among the researched sample group of Swedish
consumers.

Analysis indicate existing relationships
---> Analysis show weak relationship
Figure 4: Revised theoretical framework. Source: Own representation.
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6. Conclusion
The researchers have not presented any conclusive results that can be generalized across all
Swedes in these age categories, rather, it has provided a substantial amount of in-depth
insights. In light of the marketers’ strong conviction of personalised banner ads being
preferred in terms of effectiveness, the response from the interviewees provided an ambiguous
view on this topic that does not align with the marketers’ beliefs. Among the investigated
variables, the mediating factors are clearly influencing how personalised advertising is
perceived and consumers’ beliefs regarding BI-technologies for collecting personal
information. This complicates the process of finding the optimal balance between perceived
intrusiveness and usefulness of personalised online banner ads.
The results signal that the digital divide deserves more consideration in marketing, when
deciding on the utilization of information technologies in the process of developing
personalised ads. Generation Y, are indeed natives in this online environment as their level of
technology acceptance is higher, perceiving the usefulness of personalisation in marketing in
ways rarely seen with the elderly consumers. This was repeatedly noticed when they took the
marketers perspectives into consideration, legitimizing the use of BI-technologies. The elderly
consumers, who strongly experienced intrusiveness when faced with the concept, generally
showed an underlying fear and privacy concern towards personalised marketing, forming
different attitudes than the younger counterparts. Their acceptance level is therefore very
different compared to the younger generations that has grown up with technology. The
perceived intrusiveness led the elderly consumers to demand explicit explanations and
transparency from companies using BI-techniques, to avoid the risk of negative consequences.
Other influencers of perceived levels of intrusiveness and usefulness are the ads’ content and
the circumstances they are displayed. By failing to accurately fulfil the desired information,
placement and timing of a customized ad, it will affect the perceived level of intrusiveness.
Although, the majority reveal that personalised banner ads can possess levels of both
usefulness and intrusiveness. In a contradictory way, a balance in personalised advertising
may require an even higher level of intrusiveness, as the perfectly customized ad will demand
a deeper understanding of the consumers’ needs and wants which calls for more effective
collection of personal information.
To conclude, marketers’ beliefs are more aligned with generation Y’s perceptions. But
overall, the ads require greater accuracy in the content to become effective, as most
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respondents are not admittedly engaging with the ads, or are believed to build any trust or
loyalty towards the sender.
6.1

Managerial implications

One managerial implication would be to carefully assess the group of consumers that is
targeted. Those who have already purchased a certain product should not receive similar ads
which only annoy and irritate those who have raised this issue.
Managers should address the certain aspects that might scare or negatively affect the
receivers. It needs to be assured that marketers do not cross the line to what is being
considered scary and uncomfortable, such as the inclusion of messages too personal when
customizing the advertisements.
A more substantial level of disclosure and transparency is needed when using information
collection techniques for marketing purposes, and prepare the potential consumers for what
might soon reach them as targeted advertisements. Failing to properly inform customers can
create a higher sense of intrusiveness and affect their future attitudes.
6.2

Further research

For future studies, the researchers suggest adding more age categories to understand how
views differ across a complete spectrum, and with this analysis aim to fully comprehend the
marketing issues at place. There is a large field between the two tested age variables that, in
line with technology, can perceive personalised ads in several ways. Also, not only a broader
age study can be conducted, but also a gender-based study can be implemented, due to the
differing purchase behaviour among men and women.
What is also suggested is to investigate further how the resistance when intrusiveness is
dominant is exerted among the consumers. As marketers experience a growing threat in the
increased use of ad blocking services, it needs be considered in future researches and how
marketers can face these issues. Furthermore, people are getting more and more used to the
concept of personalised online marketing, which has led to banner blindness (Cho & Cheon,
2013), which is why the researchers suggest efforts are increased to have a clear
understanding of the significant phenomena.
Furthermore, in light of the new EU-legislation in 2018 (Jute, 2017) there will be restrictions
affecting businesses behaviour online in terms of their use of personal information and
sequentially their advertising conduct, which will demand research on their procedures
following this change and the resulting effectiveness.
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Finally, this study was an overview study of the two age categories’ perceptions about
personalised online marketing, but did not test consumers’ thoughts about specific targeted
ads and how they respond to these. This could include the variation between different brands’
ads, or different product categories altogether, much because the content of the personalised
ads have clearly been affecting the perceived usefulness in this study. Therefore, it is
suggested for future studies to investigate the preferences of consumers for particular ads to
search for favourable circumstances where personalisation of advertisements are most
effectively used in targeting individuals.
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Appendix 1
Interview guide
General
Age?
Gender?
What is your previous or current occupation?
Approximately how much time do you spend online per day?
What sort of activities are you doing online?
Are you searching for any type of products or services for online?
Personalised/customized advertisements
What is your overall perception to advertising?
Are you familiar with the concept of personalised online marketing? (explain if not aware)
What is your initial reaction of this concept?
Do you appreciate personalised advertisement?
Why/why not? Advantage/disadvantage, usefulness? General thoughts.
Do you pay attention to banner ads? (explain if not aware)
What do you think of websites which’s content is adapted to your choices and history?
How do you react to banners and commercials that are created based on your private
information/interests/searches?
Do you feel any difference between different types of personalised advertising?
Do you have any preferences if advertisements online are general/basic and not
personalised/resulting from your previous search history or purchases?
Do you think it matters who the sender of the advertising is?
Do you ever act upon this sort of advertisements? (Buy, click on them, investigate, etc.)
Privacy
Are you concerned about privacy online in general?
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Do you have any concerns about the companies being in the possession of personal
information?
What kind of information (if any) are you worried about being collected by companies?
Do you think this have changed/could change your purchase intentions? (How?)
Do you see any risks in this issue? (If yes, what?)
How well do you believe companies are informing their visitors today about data collection
and its purpose?
How would you prefer companies to inform you about their behaviour in information
collection and how it is used?
Have you changed your online behaviour since you became familiar with these concepts? (If
they knew about the topic).
Are you aware of your legal rights in relation to your personal information online and what it
is used for?
Information technology
Are you familiar with internet cookies and their functions?
(If no - Explain and followingly ask, what are your thoughts/feelings/beliefs/risks on this?)
(If yes - --ll--)
Do you react to the cookie-information that is required to be on organisations’ websites?
Have you read/taken part of this information?
What are your thoughts on how this information is being shown?
Are you familiar with big data mining and and how companies are using it?
(If no - Explain and followingly ask, what are your thoughts/feelings/beliefs/risks on this?)
(If yes - --ll--)
Do you use any type of ad-block service?
Are you familiar with programmatic advertising? (Explain)
Return to personalisation again depending on the original answers with the knowledge
of BI’s effects. Ask the relevant questions based on previous responses.
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